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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
October 28, 1992 Volume XXIV, No.5 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of October 7, 1992 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 







1. Academic Affairs Committee HPERD 
Deletion of Coaching Sequence 
2. Rules Committee Recommendations for 
Committee Appointments 
3. Council for Teacher Education 
Appointments 
4. Election of Students for 
Search Committees 
1. College of Education Council Bylaws 
2. Revisions of the Bylaws of the 
Graduate School 
Meetings of the Academic Senate are open to members of the 
University community. Persons attending the meetings may 
participate in discussions with the consent of the Senate. 
Persons desiring to bring items to the attention of the 
Senate may do so by contacting any member of the Senate. 
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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not Approved by the Academic Senate) 
October 28, 1992 Volume XXIV, No.5 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chairperson Len Schmaltz called the meeting of the Academic 
Senate to order at 7:05 p.m. in the Circus Room of the Bone 
Student Center. 
ROLL CALL 
Chairperson Schmaltz called the roll and declared a quorum 
present. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 23, 1992 
XXIV-24 
Motion to approve Academic Senate Minutes of September 23, 
1992, by Borg (Second, Newby) carried on a voice vote. 
CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Chairperson Schmaltz yielded the floor to Senator James Parr 
who proposed a Sense of the Senate Resolution in memory of 
Dr. Robert K. Ritt: 
SENSE OF THE SENATE RESOLUTION IN MEMORY OF ROBERT K. RITT: 
The Academic Senate 
sadness the death on 
friend and colleague. 
of Illinois 
June 1, 1992, 
State University notes with 
of Robert K. Ritt, a valued 
Dr. Ritt had a lifelong devotion to applied mathematics and 
mathematical physics. Besides his academic work, he worked with 
radar in the Navy, was a manager for Conductron Corporation in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, and was president of Ritt Laboratories. He 
made contributions to theories of quantum, acoustical, and elec-
tromagnetic scattering, originated the theory of non-linear 
modeling, and had responsibility for analysis of radar and commu-
nications properties of NASA's Echo II satellite. He remained 
active in research, and regularly received invitations to speak 
at conferences abroad. He was an enthusiastic teacher with an 
unusual ability to show the "big picture." 
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He served the university as chair of the Mathematics Department, 
as an Academic Senator, and in critical positions including Chair 
of the Senate, JUAC, Budget Committee, and Needs and Priorities 
Committee. He always had an excellent grasp of the issues, a 
viewpoint of his own, a different insight to contribute. 
Through his leadership, independence, and dedication he made 
great contributions to Illinois state University. We will miss 
his work, his observations, and his gentle good humor. 
A moment of silence was observed in memory of Robert K. Ritt. 
VICE CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Vice Chairperson, Matt Shimkus, had no remarks. 
SBBD PRESIDENT'S REMARKS 
Student Body President Randy Fox had an excused absence. 
ADMINISTRATORS' REMARKS 
Provost Strand: I would like to comment on the process we are 
going to use on campus to discuss the mission statement of the 
University as well as the programs which were identified by the 
Illinois Board of Higher Education as part of its productivity 
exercise and those that were identified by the campus in response 
to that exercise. 
First, with regard to the mission. There are two approaches 
being taken with respect to the mission statement. First of all 
there will be testimony offered at the November 23rd hearing of 
the Illinois Board of Higher Education where at least one and 
perhaps more people from campus will offer comments regarding 
the inappropriateness of the mission statement proposed by the 
Illinois Board of Higher Education Staff. There will be a more 
formal process by which the IBHE version of the Mission Statement 
will be analyzed and then our mission statement, contained in the 
Academic Plan, will be examined to ascertain whether or not the 
mission statement in the Academic Plan should be revised in any 
fashion. There will be a subcommittee of the President's Advi-
sory Committee that will examine these statements. The subcom-
mittee will have representation from the Academic Senate. Once 
the subcommittee completes it work, if there are any revisions in 
the ISU mission statement or suggestions for changes in the IBHE 
mission statement, those revisions will be reviewed by the Presi-
dent's Advisory Committee, then the proposed revisions will be 
reviewed through the traditional process by which the Illinois 
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state University mission statement is revised, namely the Academ-
ic Planning Committee, the Academic Affairs Committee of the 
Academic Senate, and then be submitted to the Academic Senate 
Membership for review. This will be the process that will 
unfold in regard to any possible revision of the mission state-
ment of the institution both the IBHE and the ISU version of 
those statements. 
You have before you a document which I asked to have distributed 
this evening which outlines the "Review Process for Programs 
Identified by the IBHE Staff as Part of the IBHE PQP Exercise" 
and the "Review Process for Programs Identified by Illinois State 
University in Response to the IBHE PQP Exercise." There are 
some overlaps in this listing, but there are more differences 
than there are similarities. 
You will recall that there are nineteen programs at Illinois 
state University identified by the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education which we should consider either eliminating, consoli-
dating, reducing or examining. Those programs included four at 
the doctoral level: the D.A. in Economics; the Ph.D. in Biologi-
cal Sciences; the D. A. in Mathematics; and the ED.D. in Art . 
At the Master's Level three programs were recommended for consid-
eration for elimination: M.S. in Agribusiness; M.S. in Agricul-
ture (with U of I); and the M.A. in Foreign Languages. Others 
were recommended for study: The M.A. and M.S. in Sociology; the 
M.A. and M.S. in Horne Economics; the M.A. and M.S. in Theatre; 
the MFA in Art; the M.S. in Accounting; M.A. and M.S. in Econom-
ics; and one graduate program in Music. At the baccalaureate 
level, programs recommended for consideration for elimination 
were: the B.S. in Agriculture and the B.S. in Agribusiness. 
The statement made in Music was that one or more of their under-
graduate programs should be considered for elimination. Finally, 
a request was made that we modify the B.A. and B.S. in Interna-
tional Business. Those are the nineteen programs identified by 
the IBHE staff. 
You see before you a calendar of events that will unfold as we 
examine those programs; starting with a request that the Program 
Profile Form that is attached to the handout be returned to me by 
Friday, October 30th. Then there is a series of events that 
will conclude with the IBHE Hearing on November 23rd, prior to 
the IBHE meeting on November 24th where the members will vote on 
the staff recommendations. The presumption is that most of 
those IBHE Staff Recommendations will be endorsed by the IBHE 
membership. From December 1992 to March, 1993, Illinois state 
negotiates with the IBHE staff on actions to be taken regarding 
programs on the IBHE list (options include, but are not limited 
to, removing programs from the list and/or substituting alternate 
funding reallocation options for programs currently on the list). 
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From April 1993 -- July 1993, we come back to campus governance 
review processes and the Board of Regents members, while being 
kept informed rather informally throughout this period, will be 
receiving official reports during the summer. We have to submit 
a response to the IBHE next October. 
On the second page, you will find the review process for our own 
programs -- those which have been identified by Illinois state 
university in response to the IBHE PQP Exercise. That process 
starts with the Program Profile Form due on Friday of this week. 
Also October 30th has been listed as the deadline for College 
Deans to submit to the Provost detailed current information on 
any programs on the present list which should be reconsidered 
for continued inclusion and/or new programs which should be added 
to the list. November 20th is the date by which the Provost will 
decide if the current list submitted to the IBHE should be modi-
fied. December 11th is the deadline by which any conflicts 
between Dean and Provost regarding inclusion of program on Illi-
nois state list will be resolved by the Provost. The process 
will conclude with the determination by the end of the Fall 
semester as to whether or not that program will remain on our 
list. 
You are receiving this information tonight as a matter of infor-
mation so that you are well acquainted with the process ~and 
procedures. This information was given to the College Deans and 
Department Chairs some weeks ago, so they have had sufficient 
lead time to prepare for the October 30th deadline. This summa-
rizes what we are doing on campus as far as looking at the mis-
sion statement and programs. We will be represented at the 
hearings in Chicago on November 23rd, and there will be testimony 
offered in behalf of our mission and several programs. I want 
you to be aware that we will be there in behalf of the mission 
statement and programs. I would caution anyone against thinking 
that there will be miraculous happenings as a result of that 
testimony. IBHE members will hear the testimony from ISU and 
others from disciplines throughout the country, but I suspect 
that tradition will prevail, and tradition is that IBHE staff 
recommendations basically are endorsed by the IBHE members. There 
have been very few times when the IBHE members have made changes 
in the staff recommendations. 
Senator Zeidenstein: On the first page calendar of events, the 
second from the bottom entry, July 1993 to September 1993 - Board 
of Regents members receive reports at regularly scheduled meet-
ings, or special hearings, etc. ---- Reports from whom? 
Provost Strand: From the campuses. We will be keeping them up 
to date at each meeting as to what is happening on the campuses. 
By the time we get to the summer, we will have solidified our 
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campus position as to which programs we want to strongly resist 
in terms of not accepting the IBHE recommendations, and we will 
be hoping that they will take a position in support of the campus 
position -- objecting to the IBHE recommendations. 
Senator Zeidenstein: The November 24th date of this year on 
which IBHE members vote on staff recommendations pertaining to 
PQP exercise -- as I understand it, they will vote to endorse or 
not endorse, accept or not accept, selected number of staff 
recommendations. Then there is a period of negotiation, reports 
back and forth, and finally not until sometime in October 1993, 
is there another IBHE vote. What I am asking is, what is the 
nature of the November 24, 1992 vote, compared to the nature of 
the October 1993 vote? 
Provost Strand: The November 24, 1992 vote will be to endorse 
the staff recommendations that were contained in a rather volumi-
nous report and impacted those 19 programs that I referenced. 
In October, 1993, the Board of Higher Education will have re-
ceived reports from each of the twelve public University campuses 
as to what each campus has done to implement those recommenda-
tions. They will decide on what to do with those campus reports. 
I would also point out that this is not the only exercise that 
will be underway next year. In addition to this review process 
on campus, the Illinois Board of Higher Education has another 
rather long list of topics that will be addressed during the next 
year. Phase II of this productivity exercise will be initiated 
shortly after this November 24, 1992 meeting. We will be work-
ing simultaneously on two sets of assignments for the Board of 
Higher Education. 
Senator Zeidenstein: I am trying to determine whether a vote to 
accept staff recommendations on November 24th is or isn't really 
a vote to accept staff recommendations. I understand what you 
are saying. One or more recommendations can be accepted as IBHE 
policy on November 24th of this year. Then I notice the dates 
of July, 1993 to September, 1993 reports on progress of 
implementing the recommendations. The last sentence says Board 
of Regents members receive such reports before they vote on which 
IBHE recommendations to affirm and which to reject. All right, I 
didn't see that it was Board of Regents. The bottom line is that 
on November 24th, if there are one or more particular recommenda-
tions accepted by the Board of Higher Education, does that, in 
effect, mean that that is the policy and that everything that 
happens afterwards is the aftermath of trying to cope with the 
policy. 
Provost Strand: As the Board of Higher Education has now phrased 
its recommendations, these, in fact, will be recommendations to 
the campuses to either accept program consolidation, elimination, 
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reduction recommendations, and revised mission statements. It 
will not be policy at this point. 
Senator Zeidenstein: I forgot that the IBHE "only" advises the 
Governor and the State Legislature. 
Provost Strand: Yes. The Board of Higher Education does not 
have policy making authority with regard to the deletion of 
programs. That is a prerogative of the separate governing 
boards. 
Senator Nelsen: I have a question related to two sections of 
this. The period of December, 1992 - March, 1993, it indicates 
near the end of that paragraph that as part of the ongoing nego-
tiations there will be discussion of substituting alternate 
funding reallocation options for programs currently on the list, 
and then later on in April, 1993 through July, 1993, ISU is 
going to receive reports on results of negotiations between the 
IBHE staff and campus officials. Doesn't it presuppose when you 
go into negotiations that we already have something to negotiate 
with that has been approved by a legitimate academic body, so 
that if you went in and negotiated a deal that you would give up 
X on the list in lieu of Yi that in fact X would be available and 
it might not be turned down. Shouldn't one agree with that list 
for negotiations. 
Provost strand: I have two responses. One is that we will 
continue to argue that we should not be held to the same percent-
age standard as other universities because of our underfunding as 
well as the fact that we are currently above the state average 
with the percentage of our budget devoted to instruction, and 
below the state average with the percentage of our budget devoted 
to research and public service. That is one part of the alter-
nate funding reallocation. In an ideal environment your logic 
would probably prevail and, "Yes, you probably should have 
cleared your funding alternatives with all governing bodies 
before you discuss them." However, there would be informal 
discussion going on. Can you imagine what would happen on this 
campus if we started talking about a two million dollar list of 
alternate funding programs? There would be no confidentiality 
kept, because we do it in public session. We would then go to 
the IBHE staff talking about the two million dollars of funding 
cuts or eliminations that would be alternates to what they are 
proposing. It would just blow our initial strategy as well as 
create a tremendous demoralizing influence on the campus. 
Senator Nelsen: I certainly understand that. My question origi-
nates from two areas of concern. One is governance. The other 
is how strong can you go into these negotiations, when you are 
not sure if your troops are lined up behind you. It might feel 
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like you are out there a little bit alone in the process. 
we have a chance to deal with it. 
until 
Provost strand: There will be some strategies that will be 
offered that may not require certain governance process approv-
als. Everything doesn't have to swing upon the ability to come 
back and gain governance approval. We will, however, attempt to 
keep appropriate parties informed. Members of the Executive 
committee of the Academic Senate can attest to the fact that 
there have been discussions all along about what has been happen-
ing and those discussions occur in campus settings that try to 
keep the nucleus of campus governance leaders informed of state 
happenings. 
Senator Borg: There are dates for discussions prior to the 
November 24th recommendations. In April, 1993 - July, 1993, I 
notice that ISU governance bodies and the Board of Regents mem-
bers will receive reports on results of negotiations between the 
IBHE and campus officials. will there be further discussions at 
that time with the Board of Regents? 
Provost Strand: Yes. I had mentioned that at the Academic 
Affairs Committee Meeting of the Board of Regents last week at 
Northern Illinois University. This may have to be an atypical 
summer for governance processes. 
Senator Borg: Is the Board aware of this time constraint? 
Provost Strand: Yes. 
Senator Razaki: I know that the administration has been going 
through a program review internally at the University. Are there 
any programs that are being considered for elimination or consol-
idation at the University that are not on the IBHE list? 
Provost Strand: Yes. But, I would not want to identify those 
programs at this time. As a result of the program review proc-
ess, there is serious examination of departments and programs at 
various levels and there are times when faculty members within a 
department as well as department chairs, deans, and members of 
the Provost's staff, mentally and sometimes in writing target 
programs as possible areas for elimination and reduction. There 
are some programs that have not appeared on either list at this 
point that could indeed emerge at some future date. 
Senator Razaki: That could be a negotiating tactic with the 
IBHE. 
President Wallace had no remarks. 
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Vice President for Student Affairs, William Gurowitz, had no 
remarks. 
Vice President for Business and Finance, James Alexander, had no 
remarks. 
ACTION ITEMS 
1. Academic Affairs Committee - HPERD Deletion of Coaching 
Sequence 
XXIV-25 
Senator Walker for the Academic Affairs Committee moved approval 
of the HPERD Deletion of the Coaching Sequence (Second, Stock). 
Motion carried on a voice vote. 
2. Approval of Rules Committee Appointments 
XXIV-26 
Senator Nelsen moved approval of the slate of nominees submitted 
by the Rules Committee with one change: SUbstitute John Lian, 
SED, for David Tucker on the University Curriculum Committee. 
Dr. Tucker was unable to serve. (Second, Johnson) Motion 
carried on a voice vote. 
University Curriculum Committee 
Michael Dicker, Music (1995 
Susan Smith, SED (1994 
Tim Longfellow, Mktg. (1994 
John Lian, SED (1995 





Bill Archer, Art (1994 term) 
3. Council for Teacher Education Appointments 
XXIV-27 
Senator Walker moved approval of the at large representative to 
the Council for Teacher Education: Jeff Wood, Agriculture. 
(Second, Hoffmann) Motion carried on a voice vote. 
XXIV-28 
Senator Walker moved approval of the Provost's appointments to 
the Council for Teacher Education: Gwenn Webb-Johnson, a Gradu-
ate Student; Al otto, Mathematics, for a 1995 term; and Larry 
McBride, History, for a 1995 term. (Second, Barker) 
Motion carried on a voice vote. 
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council for Teacher Education Members: 
Jeff Wood, Agriculture (1995 term) 
Gwen Webb-Johnson, Graduate Student 
Al otto, Mathematics (1995 term) 
Larry McBride, History (1995 term) 
4. Election of Students for Search committees 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Search Committee: 
Beth Cuny, Senior, Anthropology/Biology 
Shannon Beth Dermer, Grad. Stud., Psych. 
College of Education Dean Search Committee: 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
Katherine A. Swem, Senior, Deaf Education 
Sara M. Tuman, Senior, Elementary Education 
1. Rules Committee Presentation of College of Education 
Council Bylaws 
Senator Nelsen: On behalf of the Rules Committee I would like to 
explain the change in the College of Education Council Bylaws. 
Dr. Webb-Lupo is present if we have questions. In essence there 
is only a single modification to the bylaws in Article VII, 
Section II, the last line of that page now reads: "Simple major-
ity of the total membership of the Council shall constitute a 
quorum." In the past, a quorum was two-thirds of the Council, 
and they were having difficulty getting routine business conduct-
ed and having sufficient people available at Council meetings. 
It was requested that we approve the change to be a "simple 
majority." That is the only change. 
Senator Hesse: A modest procedural question. Is it normal 
procedure to print eleven pages times fifty people for a one line 
change? 
2. Rules Committee Presentation of Revisions of the Bylaws 
of the Graduate School 
Senator Nelsen: We have revisions to the Graduate School Bylaws. 
For the sake of saving a few trees, we have only the articles 
that are being recommended for change. In essence the primary 
change to these bylaws is to remove or modify the process by 
which a person is put up for membership and approved for the 
graduate faculty. Dean Gregory Aloia of the Graduate School 
and Professor Paul Baker are here to answer questions. 
Dean Aloia: Dr. Baker was a member of the ad hoc committee that 
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made this recommendation and also on the Graduate Council when 
the motion to change the bylaws was approved. Dr. Semlak was 
also on the committee. Essentially, the bylaws changes were 
implemented to streamline the process and make it discipline-
based where each department would define the criteria to select 
or recommend members of their department for membership on the 
graduate faculty. 
Senator Walker: I have a question on D. "Requests for Excep-
tions. (1) Any faculty member not designated by his/her 
department as Graduate Faculty can, through the Department Chair-
person, request approval from the Dean of Graduate Studies to 
serve on or to chair a specific thesis or dissertation committee. 
(2) Any individuals who are asked to serve on committees but are 
not members of the ISU Graduate Faculty must request through the 
Department Chairperson approval from the Dean of Graduate Studies 
to serve on a specific thesis or dissertation committee." My 
question is not so much about those Non-Graduate Faculty that 
serve on thesis committees as it is about those Non-Graduate 
Faculty who serve as chairs of thesis or dissertation committees. 
What is actually involved there. I thought the whole idea of 
graduate faculty was to get some sort of credentials for that 
emphasis, and now we will have a system where they can get around 
that. What actually will be involved in granting someone 
permission to chair a thesis committee who is not a member of the 
graduate faculty? 
Dean Aloia: The past practice has been that when there is a 
request for exception to the current system, we look at two 
things: one is expertise, the second is experience. If the 
faculty member requesting the exception had the appropriate 
expertise about them, we can consult with the department chair 
and if they have the appropriate experience, they can chair a 
thesis or dissertation committee. 
Senator Walker: Now, we have a process where it is essentially 
up to the department whether they grant that. It would seem to 
me that if the department doesn't grant the faculty member gradu-
ate status, there really shouldn't be that exception, because 
there must be a good reason they are not graduate faculty. 
Dean Aloia: Well, there may be a good reason from the 
department perspective in terms of total criteria that has been 
established, but in a particular case or particular thesis topic, 
this faculty member has special expertise that will serve as an 
advantage to the student. 
Senator Walker: Why not maintain what many universities do, 
where someone else chairs the committee, and they simply are 
a member. 
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Dean Aloia: This is one of the options that is available. They 
could also make their request and say that this person could 
serve on the committee, but not chair it, still the student would 
have access to their expertise. 
Senator Walker: It just seems to me that you are providing a 
loophole that circumvents the whole process of requiring graduate 
faculty status, when we now have it up to the department alone to 
decide exceptions. There is a certain process to go through to 
achieve graduate faculty status. I would like you to consider 
this. 
(9 Senator Kaiser: One of the results of this would be that the distinGt~ between the full member of the graduate faculty and ~ the associate member distinction would no longer be relevant. Is 
that correct? 
Dean Aloia: Those currently acting in the capacity of associate 
members of the graduate faculty, will be allowed to serve out 
their membership as associate member or ad hoc member, but once 
their membership expires, they will need to be nominated by their 
department to be a full member. 
Senator Kaiser: These requests for exceptions refer to serving 
on a thesis or dissertation committee. Can a request be made to 
teach a graduate level course by person who is not on the gradu-
ate faculty? 
Dean Aloia: The decision for assigning faculty to teach graduate 
courses currently rests with the department. We allow that to be 
done at the discretion of~~~ ~~rtmen~ chair. 
Senator Insel: I have ~ ~~er~graduate faculty for 
more years that I care to say. For many years as I have sat on 
the graduate council, I have had the impression that the primary 
activity of the graduate council was to decide who should be 
members of the graduate faculty . 
Senator Zeidenstein: Are there any anticipations or possible 
plans to make more strict the criteria for teaching graduate 
seminars? Is there anything else coming down the pike? 
Dean Aloia: No . 
Senator Newby: Am I to assume that the associate graduate facul-
ty status after they have run through their terms, either will 
have to be elected to full graduate faculty membership or they 
are no longer graduate faculty at all? Then the designation of 




Dean Aloia: You are correct. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Senator Hoffmann: I would like to commend the Agriculture De-
partment on their efforts in going to Springfield to present 
their case to the Governor. 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator Paul Walker called a 
meeting after Senate adjournment. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator Hesse announced that 
the committee would hold a short meeting after Senate. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE - Senator Cook announced that the Budget commit-
tee had received a communication from the Provost and would meet 
this evening. 
FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator Newby reported that the 
regular Faculty Affairs committee meeting time will be changed to 
after Academic Senate meetings. However, the committee will not 
meet tonight. The committee met last Wednesday and discussed 
several items of business. 
RULES COMMITTEE - Senator Nelsen called a brief meeting following 
Academic Senate. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator Hoffmann announced a short 
meeting tonight, to discuss a communication that needs attention. 
ADJOURNMENT 
XXIV-29 
Motion to adjourn by Zeidenstein (Second, Stock) carried on a 
voice vote. Academic Senate adjourned at 8:00 p.m. 
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Illinois State University 
College of Applied Science and Technology 
Department of Agriculture 5020 
September 22, 1992 
TO: 
FROM: 
Len Schmaltz, Chair 
Academic Senate 
506 DeGarmo Hall 0\ ,\ 
Paul Walker, Chair \ VV 
Academic Affairs Committee (AAC) 
RE: Deletion of Coaching Sequence 
SEP ~ .:~ 1992 
During its 9-11-92 meeting the AAC approved several changes in the Department 
of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (HPERD) Program. Included 
in these changes was the "deletion of the Coaching Sequence of the Physical 
Education major." According to the University Curriculum Committee Pol icies 
and Procedures. the addition or deletion of sequences requires action of the 
Academic Senate and subsequently the BOR. The deletion/addition of courses 
only requires action of the various curriculum committees and not of the 
Academic Senate. 
Therefore, the AAC requests that the "Deletion of the Coaching Sequence" be 
brought as an information item at the next Academic Senate Meeting. Enclosed 
for Senate information is a copy of all the changes for the HPERD Program 
recently approved by the University Curriculum Committee. The only item 
requiring action by the Senate, however, is "Deletion of the Coaching 
Sequence." The rest of the narrative is for Senate information only. 
PW:mb 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone : 309/ 438-5654 
Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action University 
150 Turner Hall 
Normal , Illinois 61761 -69U1 
f, J-f tJd, / 
University Curriculum Committee 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
10: 
FROM: 
Mary Edwards l 
Betsy Drillon" 
APR 291992 
A CA T) [~\ ! , 
Arf--AI ~ ~ 
SUBJECf: Approved uee Proposal for Academic Senate Approval 
t\'- ... . _ . . I. . ,r- ~ . 
,~ II a .- .. ~ . _ _ 
) ] !(L'U / ~. J /J vdl~ld. $/1Cuf(') ~'lct titC.7 !PlL) {)-['-C ~ . 
. ' Ufii/L · 
UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE COVER SHEET 
For All Proposals for Program Change 
1991-92 APR 29 
UNDERGRADUATE ONLY Health, PhYsical Education, Rec. & Dance 8/91 
Department Date 
A. Summary of proposed action (see Part 8), including title of new program. and 
exact catalog copy for a new or altered program . (See catalog for format 
and examples.) Provide a summary of the changes. 
8 . 
C. 
1. Revised requirements for Physical Education Major Core 
2. Discontinuation of the Physical Education Major Coaching Sequence 
3. Revised requirements for Physical Education Fitness Leadership Sequence 
4. Revisions in the Physical Education Sequence Minors 
No new program titles are ~roposed . 
Exact catalog copy follows in the Program Descriptions and Explanations 
Proposed Action (More than one item may be 
New--see instructions for submission 
____ x__ Change in requirements for major 
____ x__ Change in requirements for minor (See 
____ x__ Change in requirements for sequence 
_______ Other program revisions 
checked) 
of new program. (see V, pp. 9-10) 
V. 1, d. p.9) 
"',an') 
~ \.: '-
Routing and action summ~ ~ 
Department Chair ~~ ~,1~~~  Date 7 -2.-V'-7/ 
College Curr o Comm. 
College Dean 
Teacher Education Council 
(if required. see III. p.5) 
University Curriculum Committee 
Approved as submitted 
Approved with modifications 
Not approved 
D. Please submit 20 copies to the University Curriculum COlIJDittee 
Date g-).7- ctl 
Date Cf¢y11 
Date 115'7/ 
Date 1/2zLtJ.2-j I 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 
I. PROPOSED PROGRAM CHANGES 
1. Revision of Physical Education Major core from 24 to 26 hours . 
2. Revision of Physical Education Major from 36 to 38 hours. 
a. Revision of Fitness Leadership Sequence requirements in Physical 
Education Major. 24 to 26 hours in core. 25 to 29 hours in sequence 
requirement changes . 
b. Revision of Teacher Educalion Sequence of Physical Education Major. 
24 to 26 hours in core. no sequence requirement changes. 
c. Revision of Athletic Training Sequence of Physical Education Major. 
24 to 26 hours in core. no sequence requirement changes. 
1t3. Deletion of Coaching Sequence of Physical Education Major. 
4. Revision of the Physical Education Minor. 
a. Revision of Elementary Physical Education Minor requirements. from 
23 to 25 hours. 
b. Revision of Secondary Physical Education Sequence Minor 
requirements. with no change in required hours. 
c. Revision of Coaching Sequence Minor requirements. from 24 to 26 
hours. 
d. Revision of Athletic Training Sequence Minor requirements, from 24 
to 23 hours. 
5. The proposed course changes above includes deletion of: HPR 150.40 , 
252, 253. 156. 157. 206. 
6. The proposed course changes above includes the addition of new courses: 
HPR 160, 254, 257, 280, 280 . 01, 153.40, 154.40 281, 283, 285, 307, 308, 
309. 310. 
Neither the title of the Physical Education Major nor the title of the 
Fitness Leadership Sequence will change. 
A. PROPOSED ACTION 
1. The required Physical Education Core courses will change as follows: 
Ne .. Calalog Core Reguirements Old Catalog Core Reguirements 
HPR 160 Foundations of Human Movement 3 HPR 156 Dimensions of Human Movement 2 
HPR 180 First Aid 2 HPR 180 2 
HPR 181 HUBan Anatomy & Physiology 3 HPR 181 3 
HPR 182 Human Anatomy & Physiology 3 HPR 182 3 
HPR 25 .. Social-Psychological HPR 252 Cultural Perspectives of Human 
Perspectives in Physical Movement 2 
Activity 3 HPR 253 Psychological Perspectives of 
HUllan Movellent 2 
HPR 257 Motor Learning & Performance 3 HPR 157 Motor Behavior 2 
HPR 280 Exercise Physiology 
HPR 280 . 01 Fitness Training 
Instructional Methods 
2 HPR 150.40 Fitness & Conditioning 1 
1 hr from: 101,104, 114, 126, 127.01, 
1 147 1 
HPR 282 Kinesiology 
1 hr from (Individual Sport 
Instructional Methods): 
HPR 150.20, 150.50, 150.60, 
150 . 70, 150.80 
Ihr from (Team Sport Instructional 
Methods) : 
HPR 151 . 10, 151.30, 152.20, 
152.30 
1 hr from (Dance Instructional Methods): 





1 hr from: 
HPR 150.20, 150.50, 150.60, 
150. 70, 150.80 
1 hr from: 
HPR 151.10, 151.30, 152.20, 
152.30 
1 hr from: 




153.40 Jazz Dance Inst. Meth. ___ 1 ___ 153.20, 153.30 1 
26 
2. Discontinuation of the Physical Education Major Coaching Sequence 
without eliminating the Coachina Minor Sequence. 
3. The Physical Education Major Fitness 'Leadership Sequence is proposed to 
be changed as follows: 
24 
FITNESS LEADERSHIP 'SEQUENCE 
New Catalog Sequence Requirements 
HPR 154.40 Neuromuscular Relaxation 
Instructional Methods 
HPR 281 Aerobic Dance Instructional 
Methods 
HPR 283 Aquatic Fitness Instructional 
Methods 






Old Catalog Sequence Requirements 
HPR 104 Neuromuscular Relaxation 
HPR 126 Aerobic Dance 
HPR 127.10 Aquatic Fitness 
HPR 114 Nautilus Conditioning 





HPR 307 Exercise & Health in Disease 3 (new course) 
HPR 308 Exercise Programming 3 HPR 206 Fitness Instructor 
HPR 309 Principles and Techniques 
Physiological Testing 
HPR 310 Fitness Management 
?R 298.10 Professional Practice 
HPR 378.10 Seminar in Professional 
Practice 









8 hr in University Studies 8 
ENG 101, HEC 106, PSY 111 
9 hr in Interdisciplinary Requirements 9 
HEALTH AND DISEASE (3) 
Choose from: HEC 315, BSC 160, 
PSY 333, HSC 105, HSC 196 
AGING (3) 
Choose from: BSC 241. PSY 303, 
PSY 304 
TECHNICAL SKILLS (3) 
Choose from: ACS 150, ACS 155.01 

















* HPR 351 Exercise Physiology has now been 
incorporated in the new PE Core require-
ments, as the new HPR 280 and HPR 280.01 
courses. 
4. Physical Education Minor Sequence courses currently required in the program will 
be substituted with revised courses as follows: 
Ele.entary Physical Education Sequence Minor 
Ne~ Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 113 Personal Fitness 
HPR 150.60 Gymnastics Instructional 
Methods 
HPR 150.80 Track & Field Instructional 
Methods 




Old Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 150.40 Fitness and Conditioning 
(M/M) 1 or 
HPR 113 ( 3 ) 
HPR 150.60 
HPR 150.80 
Methods 1 HPR 153.20 1 
HPR 160 Foundations of Human Movement 3 HPR 156 Dimensions of Human Movement 2 
HPR 257 Motor Learning & Performance 3 HPR 157 Motor Behavior 2 
HPR 181 HUllan Anatomy & Physiology 3 HPR 181 3 
HPR 222 PE for Elementary Classroom 
Teacher 2 or* HPR 222 2 or 
HPR 221 Elementary PE Curriculum (3)or* HPR 221 (3)or 
c&r 250 Core I - The Arts (14)* C&r 250 (14) 
?R 225 Motor Development of Children 3 HPR 225 3 
HPR 383 Adapted Physical Education 3 or HPR 383 3 or 
HPR 382 Sensory Motor Educ. Mentally 
Handicapped (3) or HPR 382 (3 )or 
HPR 386 PE for Physically Handicapped (3) HPR 386 (3) 
Two courses from: 
HPR 151.10 Basketball Instructional 
Methods 1 
HPR 151.30 Volleyball Instructional 
Methods 1 
HPR 152.20 Flag Football Instructional 
Methods 1 
HPR 152.30 Soccer Instructional Methods_1_ 
25 
HPR 252 Cultural Perspectives of 
Human Movement 2 or 

















*While the choice between HPR 222. HPR 221 and C&I 250 is not a change from the previous 
rogram. it should be explained that the HPR 222 course is offered for C&I Elementary 
.l'eaching .aj ors. HPR 221 is offered to HPR Majors who specialize in Elementary School 
P.E .• and C&I 250. taken by all Elementary C&I majors. has a third of the course devoted 
to P.E. as taught with Art and Music. 
Secondary Physical Education Sequence Minor 
Ne~ Catalog Minor Requirements Old Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 150.40 Fitness and Conditioning 
(M/M) 1 or 
HPR 113 Personal Fitness 3 HPR 113 (3) 
HPR 160 Foundations of Human Movement 3 HPR 156 Dimensions of Human Movement 2 
HPR 158 Instructional Strategies in PE 2 HPR 158 2 
HPR 181 Human Anatomy & Physiology 3 HPR 181 3 
HPR ~82 Human Anatomy & Physiology 3 or HPR 182 3 or 
HPR 282 Kinesiology (3) HPR 282 (3) 
HPR 241 Secondary PE Curriculum & 
Evaluation 4 HPR 241 4 
HPR 383 Adapted Physical Education 3 or HPR 383 3 or 
HPR 382 Sensory Motor Educ. Mentally 
Handicapped (3) or HPR 382 (3 )or 
_PR 386 PE for Physically Handicapped (3) HPR 386 (3) 
Two hours from: 
150.20 Badminton Instructional Methods 1 
150.50 Golf Instructional Methods 1 
150.60 Gymnastics Instructional Methods 1 
150.70 Tennis Instructional Methods 1 
150.80 Track & Field Instructional 
Methods 1 
One hour from: 
HPR 151.10 Basketball Instructional 
Methods 1 
HPR 151.30 Volleyball Instru~tional 
Methods 1 
HPR 152.20 Flag Football Instructional 
Methods 1 
HPR 152.30 Soccer Instructional Methods 1 
ne hour from: 
gPR 153.10- Folk and Social Dance 
Instructional Methods 





One course from: 
HPR 252 Cultural Perspectives of 
Human Movement 2 
HPR 253 Psychological Perspectives of 
Human Movement 2 






One course from: 
HPR 151.10 
HPR 151. 30 
HPR 152.20 
HPR 152.30 














Athletic C08chini Sequence Minor 
Ne~ Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 181 Human Anatomy & Physiology 3 
HPR 182 Human Anatomy & Physiology 3 
HPR 207 Coach Organized Sports & 
Athletics 2 
HPR 280 Exercise Physiology 2 
HPR 280.01 Fitness Training 
Instructional Methods 1 
HPR 282 Kinesiology 3 
HPR 284 Intro to Athletic Injuries 3 
4 hours from: 
HPR 210 Baseball Coaching 
HPR 211 Basketball Coaching 
'PR 212 Football Coaching 





HPR 215 Volleyball Coaching 2 
2 hours from: 
HPR 158 Instructional Strategies in 
PE 2 
HPR 298.10 Professional Practice: 
Sports & Athletics 2 








Perspectives of Human Movement 
Psychology of Sport 
Applied Motor Learning 






Old Catalog Minor Requirements 










HPR 214 Wrestling Coaching 
HPR 215 
3 hours from: 
HPR 182 Human Anatomy & Physiology 
HPR 282 Kinesiology 
HPR 351 Exercise Physiology 
2 hours from: 
HPR 158 
HPR 252 Cultural Dimensions of Human 
Movement 
HPR 304 
HPR 349 Applied Motor Learning 
2 hours from: 





















HPR 298.10 Professional Practice: 
Sports & Athletics 
HPR 306 PsycholoiY of Sport 







Athletic Training Sequence Minor 
New Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 180 First Aid 
HPR 181 Hunan Anatomy & Physiology 
HPR 188 Bandaging, Taping, Training 
Room Management 
HPR 280 Exercise Physiology 







HPR 282 Kinesiology 3 
HPR 284 Intro Athletic Injuries 3 
HPR 288 Therapeutic Modalities & Rehab 2 
HPR 387 Advanced Athletic Injuries 





Old Catalog Minor Requirements 
HPR 387 Advanced Athletic Injuries 
HPR 150.40 Fitness & Conditioning 























II. PROPOSED CATALOG COPY 
Physical Education Programs 
Degrees Offered: B.A .• B.S .• B.S. in Ed. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR 
- 38 hours in HPR required. 
- Required courses: 26 hr core of HPR 160. 180, 181, 182, 254, 257, 280, 
280.01. 282; 1 hr from HPR 150.20, 150.50, 150.60, 150.70. 150.80; 1 hr 
from 151.10. 151.30, 152.20, 152.30; 1 hr from 153.10, 153.20, 153.30, 
153.40. 
- 12 additional hrs from within the Physical Education Program are required 
for majors not selecting a specialized sequence. 
- A minimum of 8 hrs of upper-division courses are required. 6 of which 
must be at the 300-level. 
A second major or minor. or an individualized program by advisement. is 
recommended. 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical education courses must be 
completed with a grade of C or better. 
Teacher Education Sequences: 
Program of Study Leading to a 6-12 Certificate: 
- 48 hours in HPR required. 
- 26 hr Core courses: HPR 160. 180. 181. 182. 254. 257. 280. 280.01, 282; 
1 hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 150.60. 150.70. 150.80; 1 hr from 151.10. 
151.30, 152.20, 152.30; 1 hr from 153.10. 153.20. 153.30. 153.40. 
- 22 hr Sequence courses: HPR 158. 221. 241. 258. 383; 3 hrs from HPR 
150.20.150.50.150.60.150.70.150.80; 1 hrs from HPR 151.10.151.30, 
152.20. 152.30; 1 hr from HPR 153.10. 153.20. 153.30, 153.40; 2 hrs from 
HPR 154.40. 281. 283. 285. 
- Professional Education requirements: C&r 210 or PSY 215; C&r 200.01 and 
200.02 or 216; C&I 200.03; C&I 200.04 or SED 218; EAF 228 o.r 231 or 235; 
STI' 399.74. 
Program of Study Leading to a K-12 Certificate: 
- 51 hours in HPR required. 
- 26 hr Core courses: HPR 160, 180, 181. 182. 254. 257. 280. 280.01. 282; 
1 hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 150.60. 150.70. 150.80; 1 hr from 151.10. 
151.30. 152.20. 152.30; 1 hr from 153.10. 153.20. 153.30. 153.40. 
25 hr Sequence courses: (same listing as the above Sequence courses in 
the 6-12 Certificate. with the addition of HPR 225.) 
- Professional Education requirements: C&r 210 or PSY 215; C&I 200.01 and 
200.02 or 216; C&r 200.03; C&r 200.04 or SED 218; EAF 228 or 231 or 235; 
STT 399.74. 399.75. 
/ J , .. .1 / 1 ' / -i'Y-' , I / ' 
Fitness Leadership Sequence: 
- 72 hours required. 
- SS huurs in HPR required. 
... 1 
- 26 hr Core courses: HPR 160, 180, 181, 182, 254, 257, 280, 280.01, 282; 
1 hr from HPR 150.20, 150.50, 150.60, 150.70, 150.80; 1 hr from 151.10, 
151.30, 152.20, 152.30; 1 hr from 153.10, 153.20. 153.30, 153.40. 
- 29 hr Sequence courses: 154.40,v283, 285, 307, 308, 309. 310, 298.10, 
378.10, 398.10. ~~) 
- 8 hr University Studies: ENG 101, HEC 106, PSY 111 
- 9 hr Interdisciplinary Courses: 1 course from BSC 160, HEC 315, HSC 105, 
Hsr 196, PSY 333; 1 course from BSC 241, PSY 303, PSY 304; 1 course from 
ACS 150, ACS 155.01, ACS 155.02, ENG 249 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical education courses must be 
completed with a grade of C or better. 
Athletic Training Sequence: 
Selective Ad.ission: All students planning to become certified athletic 
lrainers should apply for and be admitted to the Athletic Training Program. 
Application should occur upon completion of 30 academic hours. Transfer 
students need to apply as soon as they are admitted to the University. A 
student can be admitted to the program no earlier than his or her Sophomore 
year. The following criteria should have been met in order to be accepted: 
1. Completion of HPR 158, 180. 181, and 188 with a minimum GPA of 2.8 in 
these courses. 
2. Cumulative GPA of no less than 2.5 for the 2 semesters previous to 
application. 
3. Personal interview with the Program Coordinator. 
~. Satisfactory completion of 100 hours of athletic training experience. 
NOTE: Applicants compete for available spaces. 
Selective Retention: Once the student has been admitted, he/she can begin 
clinical work at ISU. In order to be eligible for certification by the 
National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA) a student must accumulate 
1500 hours of clinical work under a certified athletic trainer. If a 
student is accepted into the program at ISU, he or she will be expected to 
accumulate 500 clinical hours each year. In order to remain a part of the 
athletic training program~ the student must: 
1. Maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 for all coursework. 
2 . Receive no grade lower than a C in any athletic training course. 
3. Successfully fulfill clinical responsibilities. 
NOTE: If the above requirements are not maintained. the student will 
be placed on probation for one semester, during which time he/she will 
not be given a clinical assignment. If after one semester of 
probation. the student has failed to meet the requirements. he or she 
will be dropped from the athletic training program. 
- 55 hours required. 
- 26 hr core courses: HPR 160. 180. 181. 182. 254. 257. 280. 280.01. 282; 
1 hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 150.60. 150.70. 150.80; 1 hr from 151.10, 
151.30. 152.20. 152.30; 1 hr from 153.10. 153.20. 153.30. 153.40. 
- 29 hr Sequence course: HPR 188. 284. 288. 298.10. 378.10. 387. 388. 
398.10. 
,. ' 
- This sequence meets all necessary academic requirements for certification 
by the National Athletic Trainer's Association. Students interested 1n 
NATA certification should consult the Athletic Training Sequence 
Coordinator in the department for further information. 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical education courses must be 
completed with a grade of C or better. 
Sclecti\e Admission R{'lention Policy For The 
Teacher Education Programs In Physical 
Education 
S~I~cti\(' Admission: All rh; sical cduc~tion mJior~ plan-
ning to txc0me ,(rtlrid teJ.:-hers must apr" lor and t-e 
:ldmitlcd to the Lnl\crsit\ ', TeJcher Eduration Pr,'cram 
(see Teacher EduC'Jtlon Program section or'the Catalu£ i In 
addilion 10 fulfilling LJnl\erSII\ requirements for admis-
sion to Teacher Ed lH:JIJon. the Ph;slcal Edu:at:on \laJor 
must ha\e \er ified th.: lolk,wing: 
I . A minimum of seven semester hours in ph; sical educJ-
tion al I!linois Slate wilh a minimum gradc ofC 1:1 c.";!ch 
required ph:sical educat ion course taken . The sc\en 
semester hours must include HPR 158 i1nsliuclJonal 
Strate2ies) and J minimum of two hours In the mo\e-
ment forms . 
2 .• \ mInimum GP-\ of ~.5 In major ' Prof~ssional Educa-
tion required courses. . 
3. Completion of a departmental application for admis-
sion to the Teacher EducatIon Program and a pro.'~cted 
program plan ior graduation through contact with a 
departmental ad, isor. 
4. Participation in a personal interview \\ ith th~ Program 
Director of Physical Educ:ltion ii so requested. 
S. A positive recommendation from the Physical Educa· 
tion Program Director based upon c,idence ofsa:istac-
tory progress from facuity teachIng in the major pro-
gram. 
6. Students who fail to meet all requirements ior admis-
sion to teacher education by established deadlines mal' 
petition through the Physical Educ:ltion TeJcher Edu"-
cation ~quence Coordinator for an e'tenslOn of time. 
All petitions must be appro'ed by the Office oi CECP. 
~I~rtht Rcrcntion: In ord.:r to recei'r drpartmental ap-
pro'al for a student teaching assignment th,' stl,;d::nt must 
verify the following: 
I. A student. after h:l\im: been officialh :ldmilled to the 
University Teacher Ed~c:llion Pro!!ram. must maint:lln 
a GP.-\ of ~.5 in the major/Pro-fessi'lOal Educ:!lIon 
requlTI~d courses . A student falling bell)w th,' T<"quir,'d 
GPA Will be p!a.:::d on probation for one Sl·mest ... r. If 
after one sem ... stc:r. the ::.5 GP.-\ has not be..-n r ... • 
established. the stud.:nt Will be droPP"d from the 
Cnl\ ersil\ Tea,her Education PrM.ram. The student 
may reappl' for admission upon meeting all ot the 
criteria again. 
2. Satisfactory (grade of C) complc!tion of H I'R 258 
(Directed E\pericn.:es In Physical Education). 
3. SamfaC10n recommendation from the T ... acher Educa· 
tiC'n Sequ~~cc Coordinator f0110wing completion of the 
clinical e\pl'rience in HPR :5~. 
4. Completion of the following 3ddltwnal cour~t'~ '" ith a 
minlm~m graae ofC: HPR 156.157. llil. 11\:.221. 
~JI and ~8~. ' 
S. A sludent who has not been retained may appeal for 
recC'nsideration to the Phvsical Education ~Iection­
Relenlion Committee. After consideTlltion. the Com· 
mittee will either disallow the appeal or appro'e rein-
Sl3lemenl on a probationar\' basis for a specified period 
of time. . 
Entitlements: Completion of the Teacher Certification 
Sequence in the 46 hour Major and the professional 
education requirements entitles the physial education 
graduate to the 6·12 secondan' ccnifiate and. the K-12 
special certificate if additional student teaching assign-
ments ha"e been completed at the elementary level. Stu-
dent choice will detennine the type of student teaching 
assi&nment (elementar~' and secondary or secondary only) 
and thus the type of ceMifiation entitlement. Students who 
select a dual student teaching assignment are entitled to 
both theK-12 and 6· I 2 teaching rertifiates when they 
graduate if the, so desire. 
Graduation R~quir.mtnls : All rtquired physical education 
courses must be completed with a grade of C or better. i 
MINOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Elementary Physical Education Sequence: This is a teacher education 
program. 
- 25 hours required. 
- Required courses (23 hours): HPR 113, 150.60, 150.80, 153.20, 160, 181, 
222 or 221 or c&r 250, 225, 257, 383 or 382 or 386. 
- Elective courses (2 hours): HPR 151.10, 151.30,152.20, 152.30. 
Secondary Physical Education Sequence: This is a teacher education 
program . 
- 25 hours required. 
- Required courses (21 hours): HPR 113, 160, 158, 181, 182 or 282, 241, 
383 ~r 382 or 386. 
- Elective courses (4 hours): two courses from 150.20, 150.50, 150.60, 
150.70, 150.80; one course from HPR 151.10. 151.30, 152.20, 152.30; and 
one course from 153.10 or 153.20. 
Athletic Coaching Sequence: This is a nonteaching program, not recognized 
as a teaching area in Illinois. 
- 26 hours required. 
- Required courses: HPR 181, 182, 207, 280, 280.01. 282, 284; 4 hrs from 
HPR 210. 211, 212. 213. 215; 3 hrs from 254. 306. 349. 387; 2 hrs from 
158. 298.10, 304. 
Athletic Training Sequence: This is a nonteaching program, not recognized 
as a teaching area in Illinois. This sequence meets all necessary academic 
requirements for certification by the National Athletic Trainer's 
Association. Students interested in NATA certification should consult the 
Athletic Training Program Coordinator in the department for further 
information. 
- 23 hours required. 
- Required courses: HPR 180. 181, 188. 280. 280.01. 282. 284. 288. 387. 
and 388. 
Physical Education Courses 
Some ~tions of these courses may be restricted to H PR 
majors. 
An optional locker and towt'l chargt' will be assessed for 
~tudents 10 sc:kcted physical education activity cou rses 
100-\D-\PTED .KTIYITIES A:'IoID :\lEDICALLY 
PRESCRIBED EXERCISES I FS 
/-i ., pt"S.'fIS aHlf:llt'd hI' l ilt' Ht'u /lil Sernct' (lr a 
pt·r." ":oJl ,-In } lcII.Jn . C R /SC baJls 01l!.1' . .\Ia.,· he repeat· 
o'cilll/,'<L')J an·. 
Medically prt."scribed e't'rcises for handicapped students. 
fa,·ult\ . and communit, members in need of corrective and 
rehariiitatl\t" programs. 
101 CROSS-COlJ1'.'TRY SKlI'G S 
Introduction to cross-country skiing emphasizing tech-
niques. selecti0n and ,'are of equipment. safety and touring. 
I O~ BAeKP-\CKING I F 
FirfJ :r:p reI.{ .\Ial.'rials charge uptional. 
Introduction to backpacking including the basic tech-
niques and knowledge necessary for hiking and survi"ing 
in the outdoor en,·ironment. 
10~ :\El'RO'IL:SClJL\R 
REL-\X.UION 1 F,s 
The: stud\ and practice of neuromuscular relaxation as a 
method oi recognizing and controlling tension. The 
Ja,-obsc:n progressive relaxation technique will be em-
ployed. 
105 BAD'II1'.'TO~ I F,s 
SlIt Ii" c'ceiit if had HPR 150. ~0. 
Introduct;on to the basic strokes and strategies of badmin-
ton . Tournament play in singles and/or doubles. 
106.02 BASKETBALL II F.5 
Dc:\c:!opme:nt of intermediate and advanced skills and 
strategies of basketball. 
107 \HLKlJOG/RVN F,s 
\\'al"lng. jogging. and running as modes for developing 
anJ.' or maintaining physical fitness. 
108 BilliARDS I F,s 
,\faurla's charge optiunal. 
BaSIC shooting techniques with focus on stance. bridge and 
cue ball contact. Experience in games of Basic Pocket 
Billiards. Rotation and Eight Ball. 
108.02 BILLIARDS II 1 F,s 
II PR 108 vr Int,'rmedial£' playing ability req. ,\faft'nals 
dlurg(' Upfl,'l/al. 
De' elopmenl of com pie" skills such as Caroms. Banks. and 
combination shots. Emphasis on spin. and the application 
of English. -
110 WEIGHT C01'.'TROL F,s 
A practical personal approach to the problem of weight 
control olsed on the principles of behavior modification. 
dic:t . and e.\erClse. 
'11 BO\\l.I~G I I F,s 
SVI il>r credll I(!rad IIPR 150.30. Materia/J cllarg£' 
"plwntJl 
De~elopmenl of basic skills and knowledge for the begin-
nlOg oolloler. 
112.02 BO\\lJ~G II 1 F.s 
II PR 1/: or m(('rmt'diatt' skill in boH'lin~ r('q. Materi-
all cha'/ow uplionul. 
De\c:lopm.:nt of more consistency with strikes and spares. 
an understanding of taps. lane conditions. ball tracks. 
PartICIpation in a "ariety of tournaments. 
113 PERSONAL FITNESS J U~7 F.s 
;\,,' fi" uedll i( had HPR /50.40. Malt'rial.! charg£' 
"I'lltIIlul. 
The de\<!Iopment ofa personalized. comprehensive fitness 
progra/n oa~d on knowledge and understanding of the 
Sf".'\.·ltlC etft."Cts of exercIse. Lecture and lab. 
II~ :\'ALTILl 'S CO:\,DITJO:\,I:\'G I 
Basl~' t,'o:hn l ~ut"s and knowledge nc:cessan 10 
muscular stn:ngth through the use of nau'lI lus 
isotonIC ~\.:rcls,· ..:quipment. 
1'19 GOLF I 
,\"'1 '(I' c,, 'liLl I I had HPR 1.'0.51) 
FS 
I ncr ": JS,' 
re , ISI 1\ e 
F,S 
A basIC cours .. In golf designed for the: nc:g lnne: r or hIgh 
handIcap gol !'c.'-r . 
I 19 . 0~ GOLF II J F.S 
. IfPR 11 9 ,If ," ',d,'lIce (I(intt'rmedialc J/": III~ (/1 f!" ' t' rcq 
Deslgn"d tllr e'p<rlC! nced or low handicap pla\er R .. fine. 
mc:nt of basIc and ad vanced strokes. De\e:lopm~nt of game 
and course: strat.:gy. 
126 AEROBIC DA'CE J FS 
Introduction to a.:robic dance: deSIgned [0 de' elop and 
Impro\ e strength . nexlbility. and cardlovJSl"ular enduro 
ance. 
127 SWI:\J:\U:\'G I-BEGIN!\-,I~G FS 
.\lalt'ntJis ,harf!t' uptlOllal. 
For noh·swimmers and fearful swimmers with no basic 
swimming skills. Instruction in adjustment skills and basic 
techniques oi satety and swimming. 
127.02 SWI:\I:\U'G 
II-J:"tJTER'IEDIATE F,s 
.\lateriaIJ charge optiunal 
For s .... immers with limited skills. Emphasis on basic 
strokes and introduction to basic di"ing techniques. 
127.03 S\\HI:\II:\'G III-.-\D\:'\']'I;CED F,s 
JI aterials charge oPflOllal. 
For moderately skilJ.:d swimmers to develop and reline 
strokes and related aquatic skills, 
127,10 AQlJATIC FITNESS I F,s 
Jlay b~ rt!pcated ana. Ahility to JII'im not req. 
Sh3110w water aerobic e,ercise andJor lap swimming pro-
grams to de\'elop and maintain physical fitness. 
131 LIFE SAHNG 2 F,S 
American Red Cross S"'immt'rJ fJr . ~dl'anC('d SlIim· 
mers skilllel'(" req. Th .. prerequisite/or Amt!ncan Red 
Cross certiti('Qtiun in Lifeguard Tralninf! indlldo'S 
Cl/rrenr stanciing in Standard First .~Id and .~dllil CPR. 
Certi/icl.1te ml..l.l' he pure/lased {rom .~RC 
For highly sk illed swimmers to learn special skills of life 
saving. rescue techniques. and water safety procedures. 
132 WUER SAFEIT 
INSTRlJCTORS COURSE 2 F.5 
The prerl'qlllJite/or American RI!d Cross certificatIOn 
tJs U Hiltl'r Sali!ty Instruct{lr indudl's ('I/m'l/I .,(al/ding 
In LiI(,~llI..lrd Training or £mC'rgl'ncr lIat('r Su(ell' 
Analysis of t.echniques in and methods of teaching sWIm-
ming and life saving. Opportunity for American Red 
Cross-Water S3fet~· Instructor certification. 
133 SELECTED ACTMTIES. I F,s 
Selected beginning and/or intermediate activities offered as 
experimental programs. 
136 VOllEYBAll I I F,s 
"ot lilr arC/il if had IfPR /51.30 
Basic skills. rules. and strategies involv'ed in the game of 
volleyball. and application in tournamenr play. 
136,02 VOLLEYBAll II I F,s 
HPR /31) or Interm£,dlate skill in I'{II/('yhal/ rcq. 
Advanced knowledges. skills. and straregies of the game of 
volleyball. and application in a competllive situation. 
. 137 SOCCER 1 F 
"'Of (or credit ifhad HPR /5:.30. 
Basic skit'ls. rules. and strategies necessary for game pia\'. 
Fundamentals emphasized with application in competit i\e 
play. 
) 39 GYM~ASTICS I I F,s 
" .()( (or credll i{had JlPR 150.60. 
Basic elements in nOor exercise. \·auiting. balance beam. 
and une\'cn bars for women and basic elcments in noor 
cxercise. pommel horse. rings. \·auiting. and paralic) bars 
for men. 
140 fJ::~l n~ I r.~ 
funJam('nt;J l~ (If fl·m·l ng. hllUlIn!! . directing. and Jud!; lng a 
b<Jut . 
142 rr..V'IS I F,S 
S(>I "",1, '1111 II had /lPR 15(170 
IntrodU(llon to the basIc stroke~ and heginnlng strat~gy of 
tenms . ll'urnamcnt play in singles and/or doubles. 
142.02 TEV\IS II F.S 
J1PR I·L' (/r , 'q1ll 1 ,/.;11/.\' r«'1/ 
Introduc:lOn to intcrmediate strokes and review of basic 
stroJ..~ Emphasis on doubks pla\. 
143 n" IBLI~G I ) F 
An introduction to the basic s~ills of tumhling. Includes 
rolls. bal;Jnce. and springs. De\elopment of tumbling 
rolltin~. 
146 MIUT\RY PHYSICAL 
CO,,\DITIO,,\I'G I F,S 
.Hal b .. repcaled. lIIax -I h,.s RI'51rtUed III .USC 
5/11drnr5 
Practical eXlXrien :e in the structure. techniques. and 
conduct of military physical condilloning to de\elop total 
fitn~s and leadershIp ability. 
147 WEIGHT TRAI~I~G F,S 
Basic Imow ledge and concepts of use of resistive exercises 
to increase muscular strength and endurance. Participation 
in an indi\ idual weight program. 
148 "'RESTLIl\G 1 F.s 
SOl (or credi I if had H PR J 50. 90. 
Instruction in basic neuromuscular skills necessary for 
j,anicipation in wrestling. Knowledge of various styies of 
wr~t1ing. 
149 FL\G FOOTBALL F 
]1:(>1 (or credll if had H PR J.' J. 20.. 
Development of fundamental football skills and strategies 
need~ for game of nag football. 
150.20 BAD'H~IO~ C\1aj/l\1in) F.s 
Introduction to the basic strokes and strategies of bad min-
ton. Emphasizes teaching strategIes and class organization 
utilized in badminton. 
150.50 GOLF (l\laj/Min) ] F.s 
Presentation of basic skills and knowledges in golfmethods 
and pr~ures for golf teaching. 
150.60 G\" I "\ASTICS ('laj/!\lin) F.5 
Instruction In the basic skills and techniques of various 
gymnastics e\ ents with emphasis on spotting and teaching 
strategi~. 
150.70 TE,,\,,\IS (\lajJ:\lin) F.s 
Introductllln to thc baSIC stroke~ and knowledge of tennis. 
EmphaSIZes tcaching strah:glcs and class management 
utilized in tcnnis. 
150.80 TRACK A"\D FIELD (!\taj/:\Iin) t F.s 
Instruction in the hasic skills and techniques of \'arious 
track and field c!\ents. Techniques of leaching ..... ill be 
presented. 
151.10 BASKETBALL (!\taj/!\lin) F.s 
Development offundamental basketball skills with empha-
sis on !>elected teach ing progressions. drills. and strategies, 
151.20 SOFTBALL (!\Jaj/Min) I F.S 
Development of fundamental softball skills and strategies. , 
Emphasis on class organization. tcaching progressions. and 
indoor acti\ ities. 
151.30 \Oli.EYBALL (I\taj/l\1in) F.s 
Basic skills and strategies invohed in the game of volley- i 
ball. and application in game play. A teaching progression 
is emphaSIzed. 
152.20 FL\G FOOTBALL (!\1aj/!\lin) F,5 
Development of basic skills and strategies. Selected organi-
zational and instructional procedures appropriate for 
teaching flag football. 
152.30 SOCCER (l\taj/Min) F 
Basic sJ..ills. rules and strategies for game play: safety: 
selected org.anizational and instructional procedures ap-
propriate for teaching soccer. 
153.10 FOLK AND SOCIAL DANCE 
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS 1 F.S 
Basic couple movement concepts. 
fundamentals and techniques of 
social dance. and teaching 
methods. 
153.20 SQUARE DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL 
METHODS 1 F.S 
Basic skills and knowledges of 
folk and square dance. Class 
organization, selected techniques 
of teaching and assessment of 
skills included. 
153.30 !\IODER.' DA~CE (\laj/'tin) F.s 
Basic mo\ement concepts. fundamentals of improvisation 
and composition. and teaching methods. 
153 . 40 JAZZ DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL 
METHODS (Maj/Min) 1 F 
Basic move.ent concepts. 
rhythmical accompaniment. 
fundamentals of composition. and 
techniques used to teach jazz 
dance. 
154.40 NEUROMUSCULAR RELAXATION 
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS 
(Maj/Min) 1 F.S 
Study of stress and how it affects 
the body. Practice of Neuro-
muscular relaxation techniques. 
and teaching methods for 
relaxation. 
158 INSTRuCD01\AL STRATEGIES 1"\ 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIO,,\ 3 F.s 
incJ Clin Exp. 
Introduction to planning and teaching physical education. 
Includes lesson planning. practice of teaching skills 
through micro teaching. peer teaching. analysis of teaching. 
159 OFFICIATl"\G I F.S 
.\/0.1' /1(' rc!,<'otHi .. \Iax 4 hrs . . "'0 /IIor(' tho II aliI' hOllr 
/IIay he' tokcn in CO('/I sp"rt area. 
Instruction. practice. and examination of officiating or 
judging techniques for the follo ..... ing sports : FA LL SEMES-
TER: Men's football. women 's basketball. badminton. field 
hockev. men's basketball. or swimming: SPRIl\G SEMES-
TER: 'Volleyhall. track and field . softball. gy mnastics. or 
tennis. 
160 FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN 
MOVEMENT 3 F.S 
Materials charge optional 
Identification of foundational 
concepts in physical education. 
including historical and 
philosophical orientations, sub-
disciplinary movements. career 
development. and physical 
education issues. 
18U nH~l .-\10 2 lS-7 F,S 
<. ,rt:: ., .,", 111<11 ' h I ' l'Iifl 'h,IIt'J Ir(l lli . 1 RC 
.-\(CII.knt rrt'H' ntll)n anJ J('tl0n to ht' t:J~en In caSl'S of 
l,'cllknt JnJ )udJ,'n illness in th~ hume , schl1tll. and 
communlt ' Students successful" cumpletinl,! th is cours,' 
",ill ha\l' ~n 'lrIXHtunlt~ to recel\,' cerllricatll)n In Red 
Cross StJIH!JrJ First .·\Id . Instruction in CPR techniques 
'opp<lrtunlll,'s fur (': rtilicalion In CPR is also pro\lded. 
'vi Hl\I.-\' ,\".nO\IY .-\'0 
PI" SIOLOG'l -' F.S 
LeI :;' " ,1IIi1 luh 
Gross strU( I Ur~ and ph ~ slologv of the human bod\: partlc-
ulJ r attt'ntl \' n to thc locomotor system . 
lie! Hl'\IA' A:--;ATO:\IY A:--;O 
PI n SIOLOCY J F.S 
Emphasis un the nervous, circulatory. respirator~ . and 
digesti\,' ' : stcms, 
188 B.\:--;D.-\GI:--;G. TAPI'G • 
.-\:--;D TRAI:--;I:--;G ROO\I 
:\I.-\:--;AGDIE'T 2 F.S 
COli' . ~II;/L'/le TrW/illig Coord rcq .. l/att'flals chargt' 
"I'Ii",rul. 
Supcr\ised laborator~ practice in bandaging and taping 
procedures used in athletic training, Training room budget 
and administration is addressed. 
207 THE COACH" ORGA1'IZED 
SPORTS A'O ATHLETICS 2 F,s 
};m/lt.,!r TIlE CQ~C}{ IS IST£RSCIIOOL .-tTlI-
Ll:.TICS 
An introdu.::tion to interschool athletic programs including 
basic philosophy, go\erning organizations. administrative 
duties of .:-wchc:s and dirt'Ct coaching responsibilities. 
209 SPORTS SAFETI' 3 S 
Philosoph~ l,f sports safety. Human and environmental 
factors in spon injury . legal responsihilities of t~acher, 
safet\ fal'h)rs In activities: accid~nt prevention and injury 
control in sports. 
,0 B.-\sEBALL COACHI'G F.S 
1/f'R _'U - or pr('ri,'iI.( L'XI'<'flt'lld' W u plarcr Of rOlllh 
, ·".Idl "r "'111.1' illS; ft'q. So,,1r ,lUnd rcq 
The theory and cOJl-hing of baseball essential to the 
profession:!1 prepar:!tion of those interested in coaching: 
histor~, rhll,)~)ph~ , techniques. and fundamentals. 
211 BASKETB..\LL COACHI~G 2 F,s 
/I PR :U - '" P"'('/(IIIS ('xpI'riL'net' as a plaiN or 1'011111 
('IXIL-li "r ('0111 illS! req. Sopll .Himdl"): ,e.j. 
A cour~ for professional preparation of coaches of basket-
ball. Included are history. philosophy, techniques. and 
tactics of Nsketball. 
212 FOOTBALL COACHI:\G 2 
/I PR :()- or "r('I'iOIl5 ('xpt',icnc(' as a "Iarl'r or nlllih 
c"". I: tI' <,o"s iml 'cq. Soplr .Halld rt'q. 
Throry and techniques of basic offensive and defensive 
football. The: history. de\elopment of trends, modern 
inno\atiuns are included. 
21 J TRACK A~D FIELD COACHI:'IlG 2 S 
II PR _'II - <ir f'rt'I'iO/lS ('xflt'ru'n('t' a~ u pian', '" u .1'011111 
c<ltld: tlr "PI/.I I/UI rcq. Sapir stand rcq. 
Understanding and application of various training meth-
ods and (',)al'hing techniques in tral'k and Iic:lJ e\cnts. 
215 \'OLLEYBALL COACHI~G 2 F 
II PR :0 - "r P"'I'WIIS expcr as a plal'(" Clr ,!'Imlll caacll 
(I' , ', '11- illS/. S, 'ph Sland rcq. 
Tc:ehniqut's and methods of coaching volleyball. including 
teaching techniques. conditioning, strategies. practice situ-
allons. and management techniques. 
221 ELE:\IE:\!ARY PHYSICAL EDl:CATIO:'ll 
CL'RRICl'Ll:M - 3 F,s 
Illd 0111 Exp. 
Platlning a program of physical education for elementar~' 
school children. Progr~ssions within activities , techniques 
of organization . and methods of teaching. Observations of 
children and laboratory sessions in acti\'ities. 
1-' 11 .. 'I'-- ,1.L Ll..l'\.. '-r\.IIV . .... run. 
FI.DIE:\HR\ (L\SSROO\I 
TEACHER 2 F,S 
.\"1 I,,, (f,'c/II IIIIIJ . .\'0 credu II II/ i:.kll1 Ed ('0 '1 ' 
l"og'i/l11 III. I Cit /I i:.'.Ip 
Factors ~sse:ntial to program planning in ph~ sica I educa-
tIOn graJes on<' through si .\. T~pes and progreSSIon of 
acti'llles: mc:thoJs and t~chniques of class organizat ion. 
Obst'rt allons I)f eh ildren and laboratorv sessi ons In actl\l-
ties. 
225 I\IOTOR DE\'ELOP\IEi'.! 
Of CHILDRE:--; J f 
I/ltl 01/1 E 1'" 
Motor dewillpmt'nt relatt"d to anatomical growth and 
sensor~ development in the child from Infanc~ to pubert\ . 
~kt"hanisms and theories of perceptual motor develop-
ment. rese:!rch findings, and implications for ph\sical 
education . . 
2~ I SEC01\DARY PHYSICAL 
EDL'CATIO:'li CURRICl:LL'\1 
A:--;D EHLLATION 4 F,5 
C&I 200 1:-4 1I0llrs), C&I 216 or cunc reg rcq. 
De\elopment and administration of secondary physical 
education programs. Concepts and techniques .of evalua-
tion appropriate for the program and the learner tn phystcal 
education. 
254 SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES IN PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY 3 F.S 
HPR 160 or cons. inst. req. 
Materials charge optional. 
Survey of cultural. philosophical. 
social and psychological factors 
influencing the nature. evolution 
and maintenance of informal and 
formal physical activities. 
257 MOTOR LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE 
(Maj/Min) 3 F.S 
HPR 160 or cons. inst. req. 
Materials charge optional. 
Study of processes involved in 
acquiring and perfecting motor 
skills and effects of aging on 
acquisition of those skills. 
258 ' DIRECTED EXPERIE'CES IN 
PHYSICAL EDl'CATION 2 F,s 
Dcpurlm('nl prt'-£'nmllm('nl 't'q, SllIdellJ mllSI hal'c ] 
mnSt'l'lIIll',' hUllrs hi' tll'('l'll 8 a.m.-3 p. m. (e.g .. 9-/1 
a.m.) rrccdailr. HPR 158, 221, or cone 't'g req. Adm 10 
Teac/it" Ed ~('q. Inc! Gin Exp. Malt'rials charge 
upliullal, , 
Arranged clinical e~perience assignment :hat tncludes 
observation. participation, and teachtng tn ,In elementary 
ph~ sical education program, Class meets regularly tWIce a 
"'eeK as a seminar, 
289 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 
01aj 1M in) 2 F • S 
HPR 181. 182 req. HPR 
280.01 (Maj/Min) conc. rei. 
req. 
Application of human anatomy and 
)ysiology to the understanding of 
physical education. Effects of 
exercise on body systems and human 
movement/performance. 
280.01 FITNESS TRAINING 
INSTRl'CTIONAL METHODS 
(Maj/Min) 1 F.S 
HPR 181 and 182 req. HPR 280 
(MajlMin) conc. reg. req. 
Individualized approach to 
development of a healthy lifestyle 
based upon knowledge and 
understanding of the specific 
effects of exercise. 
281 AEROBIC DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL 
METHODS (Maj/Hin) 1 F.S 
HPR 181. 182. 280 req. HPR 
280.01 or conc. rei. req. 
Introduction to teaching aerobic 
dance for various populations. 
Icludes course planning. practice 
teaching experiences and 
preparation for Aerobic Instructor 
Certi fication. 
:!S2 KI'fSIOI.OGY 3 F,s 
II I'R 1.~ I f"<j Lfdllf" ami lub .. \I£lt('riaI5 charge' 
Of'IIIII;';/. 
.·\nal\ \is of human motion basc:d on anatomic and me, 
chan;l·..!1 rnnl'lrks . Application of these principles in 
tl'aChlll)! rh~ sical .:ducalllln acti,·itIC:s. 
283 AQUATIC FITNESS INSTRUCTIONAL 
METHODS (Maj/Hin) 1 F.S 
HPR 181. 182. 286 req. HPR 
280.01 or conc. reg. req. 
Introduction to teaching aquatic 
fitness and exercise. Includes 
course planning and practice 
teaching experiences. Preparation 
for Aquatic Exercise Instructor 
certi fication. 
284 I~1RODUcnON TO ATHLETIC 
l!'Jl'RlES 3 F,s 
HPR 18i or COliS inst req. Form"/)' HPR J84. 
Emphasis upon responsibilities, limitations. liabilities, 
taping and bandaging. evaluation, prevention, and treat-
ment of athletic injuries. 
285 RESISTIVE TRAINING 
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS 1 F.S 
HPR 181. 182. 280. 280.01 or 
conc. reg. req. 
Instructor preparation for 
creating individualized resistive 
exercise programs for persons 
across the age span. Includes 
personal skill development. 
288 THERAPEUTIC MODAIJTIES 
AJ"ID REHABILITATIO:"W 2 F 
HPR 181 and 188, or cons Alhlellc Training Coord. 
req. 
Theory and application in the use of therapeutic modalities 
in athletic trainmg and in rehabilitation of athletic injuries. 
295 HO~ORS SEMINAR 1 F,s 
Introduction to independent honors study; identification 
and definition of problems; selected methods for problem 
soh'ing: use of library resources. 
298.10 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: 
I!'Io.'ER.. ... SHIP/COOPERATIVE 
EDVCATIO!'; 
EXPERIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
SPORTS AND ATHLETICS 2 F,s 
Jr stand. 2 up~r,/~'c!l courus in ph.l'S ed. Ma.I ·lnc! Clin 
Exp in selccted school acti\'ilies. Form('rly 298 PRAC, 
TICL'M EXPERIENCES lA' PHYSICAL ED{,CA-
TlO!" 
A professional practice experience in community sites for 
non-teacher certification majors. May include coaching 
experience in public schools for coaching minors, PeriodiC 
seminar meetings. 
304 TEACHING OF SPORTS 3 F 
Optimal learning in human movement: content. teacher 
behavior. situational conditions. analysis of sports. instruc-
1I0nai approaches. application and research. 
306 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT 3 F,summer 
Psychological principles and concepts applied to sport 
situations and to indi'lduals involved with sport activities. 
307 EXERCISE IN HEALTH AND 
DISEASE 3 F.S 
HPR 181. 182. 280; 280.01 req. 
Application of exercise physioloaY 
principles to evaluate the extent 
to which common disease processes 
limit body function and exercise 
perfoI'1lance. 
308 EXERCISE PROGRAMMING 3 F.S 
HPR 181. 182. 280. 280.01. 307 
req. HPR 309 cone. rei. rec. 
Development of fitness instructor 
skills for designing exercise 
programs for populations of 
normal. at-risk. and others with 
special exercise needs. 
· 309 PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING 3 F.S 
HPH 181. 182. 280. 280.01. 
307 req. HPR 308 conc. reg. 
rec. 
Application of various laboratory 
exercise testing modalities for 
evaluating human physiological 
function. 
310 FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
(Maj /Min) 2 F.S 
BPR 298.10 req. 
Theories of organization and 
principles of management applied 
to fitness programs in the 
commercial. community, medical and 
worksite settings. 
317 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 3 S 
A/JO offered as SAS 317. 
The social' institution of spon is examined using such 
sociologicai concepts as social organization. culture. socia-
lization. de-·iance. social stratification, minority groups 
and collective behavior. 
349 APPUED MOTOR LE..\R."';ING 3 S 
Perceptual motor de\elopment and perfonnance. Applica-
tion of research . learning theories. and assessment tools: 
maturaticnaJ. perceptual and perfonnance factors. 
351 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 3 F,s 
HPR IH 182 req 
L'tiliutlon of human physiology in teaching physical edu-
cation. EIfe."1s of exercise on body systems and physical 
efficien.y tests and studies. 
352 BIO'tECHA"';ICS OF HL'MAN 
'10\'DIE~'T 3 F,s 
HPR :8: or cons illSl req. PH)' 108. MAT J08 rec. 
.Ifa;cr;w.l charg/! oplional. 
Amplitication of bnematics. 'including kinetics of human 
mo'emems: introduction to high-speed cinematography. 
blomechiinic~ Instrumentation and computer analysis. 
353 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 1 F,s 
H PR J.s: (' r com iI/51 req. 
ReJati')~5hip~ of electrocardiographic complexes to the 
anatcmy and rhvsiolo!!y of the heart under selected condi-
tions of health . disease. and exercise. 
378.10 SEMINAR IN 
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 2 F,s 
HPR :98 lO(lr 2fJ8.30. 2. IOGPA . Sr sland req. Former-
II ' J/PR 278 SEMU,'AR 1/1.' I .... T£R;\'SJIIP 
Orientation to the ex pectations and probler:ns encountered 
in senior professional practice . in . phYSical educatIOn. 
spans. and athletics. Fonnal application and placement of 
professional practice students. 
382 SE....;SORY MOTOR EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTAllY 
HASDICAPPED 3 F,s 
Inc! Clil/ Exp. . 
Ph"sical education methods for students with mentally 
handicapping condit ions. including assessment, program 
writing, teaching techniques. and evaluation. 
383 AD.WfED PHYSICAL F,s 
EDUCATION 3 
HPR 181 or lise 181 req. . 
Handicapping conditions and method~. matenals, a~d 
activities for adapted ph\'Sical education programs In 
pre-school. elementary. secondary, and self-contained 
schools. 
385 PHYSICAL DEFECT'S: SljR\,EY 
AAD REHABILITATION 3 F.s 
BSC 381 (lr JlPR 282 rcq. Also offered as SED 385 
Le(//lr/, and lab. Inc! ("lin Exp. 
Identification and trtatmcnt of physical defects of hand i· 
capped children: special serVices. equipment. and proce· 
dures for school provams. 
386 PHYSICAL EDliCATIO~ FOR 
TIlE PHYSICUl..Y HANDICAPPED 3 F 
C(1IlS /nSI if nOI HPR maJ Inc! c!in expo 
Methods for assessing motor and manlpulati\e competen· 
cies. designing prescriptive programs. techniques for teach· 
ing motor and fitness skills to persons with onhopedic and 
sensory impamnents. 
387 AD\~"IjCED ATIlLETIC INJlIRlf.5 3 S 
HPR 284 req. 
Concentrated study of specific athletic injury problems: 
attention gl'en to nutrition. drugs. conditioning and reha· 
bilitation . 
388 EVAWATION OF ATIlLETlC 
INJURlf.5 2 S 
HPR /8/ and 188. orc-olls Alhit'llc Training Coord req. 
NOl /or grad cr. 
The study and practice of techniques used "'hen evaluating 
athletic injuries ranging from minor to life-threatening 
trauma. 
398.10 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: 
INTER"ISHIP/COOPERATI\'E 
EDllCATIO]'\; I~ PHYSICAL 
EDllCATIO]'\;, SPORTS A."'D 
ATHLETICS 1-14 F.s.summer 
HPR 298.10 or 298.30. 378. /0: 2.20 GPA. Sr Hal/d 
Jointly planned and supervised internship/cooperati"e ed-
ucation (.\penence under the guidance of professionally 
qualified ~rsonnel from business. industry. ~o\'ernment. 
and other agencies and organizations and Uni\'ersity facul-
ty supef\i~rs. 
1991-92 
Physical Education Programs 
Degree~ Otrcr~d : B.A .. B.S .. B.S. In Ed. 
PHYSICAL EDl'CATJO' ,J,\JOR 
- 36 hour.. requ ired . 
- RC'qulred courses: 24 hr Core of HPR I ~040. 156. I ~~. 
180. 181. 18:! . 25:! . :!5:<. :!fC: I hr from HPR 150 . ~ (l. 
150.50. 150.60. 150.70. I :'0 .80: I hr from H PR 15 I. I O. 
151.30. 15:!.:!0. 15:! .30: I hr from HPR 1:!4. 15310. 
I 53.:!0. 153.30: I hr from HPR 101. 104. 114. 12b. 
1:!7.10. I·P. 
- 12 additional hrs from'" ithin the Ph\sical Educ:lllon 
Progr:Jm are required for maJors not selecting a ~peCl al· 
ized sequence . 
- A minimum 'of II hrs of uppcr-d i ~ision cou~es are 
required. 6 of which mu~t be at the 300-level. 
- A ~eond major or minor. or an indl\ idualized program 
b\' advisement. is re-:ommended. 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical ~duca ­
tion cou~es must be completed", ith a grade of C or 
better. 
Teacher Education Sequences: 
Program of Study Leading to a 6-12 Cenifkate: 
- 46 hours in HPR required. 
- 24 hr Core courses: HPR 150.40.156.157. 180. I ~ I . 
182. :!52. 253. 282: I hr from HPR 150.:!0. 150.:'0. 
150.60. 150.70. 150.80: I hr from H PR 151.1 O. 15 UO. 
152.20. 152 .30: I hr from HPR 124. 153.10. 153.20. 
153.30: I hrfrom HPR 101. 104. 114.126.127. 10. 14;. 
- 2:! hr Sequence cou~s: HPR 158. 2:! I. 241. 258. 383: 3 
hrs from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 150.60. I 50.70. I 50. SO: 
I hr from HPR 151.10. 151.30. I 52 .:!0. 152.30: I hr 
from HPR 124. 153.10. 153.20. 153.30: 2 h~ from HPR 
101. 104. 114 or 147. 126 or 127.10. Movement forms 
must be met through a minimum of SIX activities ta~~n 
at 1St.:. 
- Professional Education requirements: C &1 :! I 0 or PS'I 
215 : C6.:1 :!00.01 and :!00.02. or 216: C&:I :!OO.03: (6.:1 
200.04 or SED 2 I 8: EAF :!28 or 231 or :!35: STr 
399.74. 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical educa· 
tion courses must be completed with a grade of C or 
better. 
Program of Study Leading to a K-12 Certificate: 
- 49 hours in HPR required. 
- 24 hr Core coums: HPR 150.40. 156. 157. 180. 181 . 
182. 252. :!53. 282: I hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 
150.60.150.70. 150.80: I hrfromHPR 151 . 10. 151 .30. 
152.20. 152.30: I hr from HPR 124. 153.10. 153 .:!0. 
153.30: I hrfromHPR 101.104. 114. 126.127. 10. 14 7. 
- 25 hr Sequence cou~s: HPR 158.221 . 225 . 241 . :!58. 
383: 3 hrs from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 150.60. 150 i O. 
150.80: I hr from HPR 15 1.10. 151 .30. 152.20. I ~2 30: 
I hrfrom HPR 124. 153. 10. 153.20. 153.30: :2 hrs from 
HPR 101. 104. 114 or 147. 1:!6 or 127. 10. 
- Professional Education requirements: C&:I 2 10 or PSY 
215: C&:I 200.01 and 200.02. or 216: C&I :!00.03 : C6.:1 
200.04 or SED 218: EAF 228 or 231 or 235 : sn 
399.74. 399.75 . 
Coaching Sequen«: 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical educa· 
tion courses must be completed with a grade of C or 
better. 
- 52 hours required. 
- '~hr Cor~ courses: HPR 150..10. 156. 15 7. 180. 181. 
18:. :5: . :5:1 . ~8: : I hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 
150.60. 150.70. 15080: I hr from HPR 151.10. 151.30. 
152 .:0. 15~ . 30: I hr from HPR I ~~ . 153 . 10. 153.20. 
153 .:10: I hrfrom HPR 101.10·t 11 .. . 126.12 7. 10.147. 
- :8 hr S.:quence courses: HPR :07. 284 . :98.10. 306. 
:17810. 398.10: 4 hrs from HPR 210. 211 . 212. 213. 
21~. 215. 
- Gradu;nion requirements: .\11 required physical educa-
tion courses must be completed with a grade of C or 
better. 
Fitness Leadership Sequence: 
- 49 hours required. 
- 24 hr Core courses: HPR 150..10. 156. 157. 180. 181. 
182. 252. 253. 282: I hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 
150.60. 150.70. 150.80; I hr from HPR 151.1 O. 151.30. 
152.20. 152.30: I hr from HPR 124. 153.10. 153.20. 
153.30: I hrfrom HPR 101.104. 114.126. 127. 10.147. 
- 25 hr Sequence courses: HPR 104.206.198.10.351. 
378.10. 398.10: I hr from HPR 114. 147: I hr from 
HPR 126.12710. 
- Graduation requirements: All required physical educa-
tion courses must be completed with a grade of C or 
better. 
Athletic Training Seq~nce: 
Selectj\'~ Admission: All students planning to become 
certified athletic trainers should apply for and be admitted 
to the Athletic Training Program. Application should occur 
upon compktion of 30 academic hours. Transfer students 
need to apply as soon as they are admitted to the Universi-
tv . A student can be admitted to the program no earlier 
than his or her Sophomore year. The following criteria 
should have been met in order to be accepted: 
I . Completion of HPR 156. 180. 181. and 188 with a 
minimum GPA of 2.8 in these courses. 
., Cumulative GPA of no less than 2.5 for the 2 semest.:rs 
previous to application. . 
3. Personal interview with the Program Coordinator. 
4 . Satisfactory completion of 100 hours of athletic train-
ing experience. 
~OTE: Applicants compete for available spaces. 
Selective Retention: Once the student has been admitted. 
he/she can begin clinical work at ISU. In order to be eligible 
for certification bv the National Athletic Trainers Associa-
tion (NATA) a student must accumulate 1500 hours of 
clinical work under a certified athletic trainer. If a student 
is accepted into the program at ISU. he or she will be 
e"'pcctcd to accumulate 500 clinical hours each year. In 
orda to remain a part of the athletic training program. the 
student must: 
I . Maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 for all courscwork . 
2. Receive no grade lower than a C in any athletic training 
course. 
3. Successfully fulfill clinical responsibilities. 
NOTE: If the above requirements are not maintained. 
the student will be placed on probation for one semes-
ter. during which time he/she will not be given a clinical 
assignment. If after one semester of probation. the 
student has failed to meet the requirements. he or she 
will be dropped from the athletic training program. 
......:. 55 hours required. 
- 24 hr Core courses; HPR 150.40. t 56. 157. t 80. 181. 
182. 252. 253. 282; I hr from HPR 150.20. 150.50. 
150.60. I 50.70. 150.80; I hr from HPR 151.1 O. 151.30. 
152.20. 152.30; I hr from HPR 124. 153. 10. 153.20. 
153.30; I hr from HPR 101, 104. 114. 126.127. 10. 147. 
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- 31 hr Sequence courses HPR 188. ~ 8 ~ . : 88. ~98 . 1 O. 
351.378. 10.387. 388.398.10. 
- This sequence meets all necessary academiC require-
ments for certification bv the Nallonal AthletiC Train-
ers' Association. Studenis intersted in ~r\T-\ certili.:a· 
tion should consult the Athletic Training ScqueOl.:c 
Coordinator in the department for further information . 
- Graduation requirements: All required ph~si'JI educa-
tion courses must be completed with a grade of C or 
better. 
Selective Admission Retention Policy For The 
Teacher Education Programs In Physical 
Education 
Selective Admission: All physical education majors pl:ln-
ning to become certified teachers must apply for and be 
admitted to the University's Teacher Education Program 
(see Teacher Education Program section of the Catalog). In 
addition to fulfilling University requirements for admis-
sion to Teacher Education. the Physical Education Major 
must have verified the following: 
I . A minimum of seven semester hours in physical educa-
tion at Illinois State with a minimum grade ofC in each 
required physical education course taken. The se\en 
semester hours must include HPR 158 (Instructional 
Strategies) and a minimum of two hours in the move-
ment forms. 
2. A minimum GPA of 2.5 in major/Professional Educa-
tion required courses. 
3. Completion of a departmental application for admis-
sion to the Teacher Education Program and a projected 
program plan for graduation through contact with a 
departmental advisor. 
4. Participation in a personal interview with the Program 
Director of Physical Education if so requested . 
5. A positive recommendation from the Physical Educa-
tion Program Director based upon evidence: ofsatisiac-
tory progress from faculty teaching in the major pro-
gram. 
6. Students who fail to meet all requirements for admis-
sion to teacher education by established deadlines may 
petition through the Physical Education Teacher Edu-
cation Sequence Coordinator for an e"'tension of time. 
All petitions must be approved by the Office of CECP. 
Selective Retention: In order to receive departmental ap-
proval for a student teaching assignment th.: student must 
verify the following: 
I . A student. after having been officially admitted to the 
University Teacher Education Program. must maintain 
a GPA of 2.5 in the major/Professional Education 
required courses. A student falling below the requir.:d 
GPA will be placed on probation for one scmestcr. If 
after one semester, the 2.5 GPA has not been re-
established. the student will be: dropped from the 
University Teacher Education Program. The student 
may reapply for admission upon meeting all of the 
criteria again. 
2. Satisfactory (grade of C) completion of HPR 158 
(Directed Experiences in Physical Education). 
3. Satisfactory recommendation from the Teach~r Educa-
tion Sequence Coordinator follOWing completion of the 
clinical experience in HPR 158. . 
4 . Completion of the following additional courses With a 
minimum grade orc: HPR 156. 157. 18l. 182.211 . 
241 and 282 . ' 
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5. A .st udent who has not been retained may appeal for 
reco nsideration to the Phvsical Education Selection-
Re tention Committee . After consideration. the Com-
ml1lee will either disallow the appeal or appro\'e rein-
statement on a probationan' basis for a specified period 
of time . . 
Entitlements: Completion of the Teacher Certification 
Sequence in the 46 hour Major and the professional 
education requirements entitles the physical education 
&raduate to the 6- 12 secondarv certificate and, the K-12 
special certificate if additional student teaching assign-
ments have been completed at the elementar)' level. Stu-
dent choice will determine the type of student teaching 
assignment (elementa~' and secondary or seconda~' only) 
and thus the type of certification entitlement. Students who 
select a dual student teaching assignment are entitled to 
both the K-12 and 6-12 teaching certificates when they 
,raduate if they so desire. 
Graduation Requirements: All required physical education 
courses must be completed with a grade of C or better. 
MIl\OR 1:\ PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Elementar~ Physical Education Sequenee: This is a teacher 
education program. 23 hours required. Required courses 
(19 hours): HPR 150.40 (or 113). 150.60. 150.80. 153.20. 
156. 157. 181 . 222 (or 221 or C&I 250).225, 383 (or 382 or 
386). Elective courses (4 hours): One course from HPR 252 
or 253 and two courses from HPR 151.1 0, 151.30, 152.20, 
152.30. 
Seeonda~' Ph~'sieal Education Sequence: This is a teacher 
education program. 25 hours required. Required courses 
(19 hours): HPR I 50.40 (or HPR 113).156, 158.181. 182 
or 282.241.383 (or 382 or 386); Elective courses (6 hours): 
One course from HPR 252 or 253; two courses from 
150.20. 150.50. 150.60. 150.70. 150.80; one course from 
HPR 151.10. 151.30. 152.20. 152.30; and one course from 
153.10 or 153.20. 
Athletic Coaching Sequenee: This is a nonteaching pro-
gram. not recognized as a teaching area in Illinois. 24 hours 
required . Required courses: HPR 150.40, 181,207,284; 4 
hrs from HPR 210. 211. 212, 213. 214. 21S; 3 hrs from 
HPR 182.282. 351 ; 2 hrs from HPR 158. 252. 304. 349; 2 
hrs from HPR 209. 253. 298 .10. 306. 387. If needed, 
additional courses from thos: listed above to complete the 
required 24 hours. 
Athletic Training Sequence: This is a nonteaching pro-
gram. not recognized as a teaching area in Illinois. This 
sequence meets all necessary academic requirements for 
certification bv the National Athletic Trainers' Association . 
Students interested in NATA certification should consult 
the Athlet ic Training Program Coordinator in the depart-
ment for further information. 24 hours required. Required 
courses : HPR 113 or 150.40. 180. 181 . 188. 282.284.288. 
351. 38 7. and 388. 
Physical Education Courses 
Some sections of these courses may be restricted to H PR 
majors. 
An optional locker and towel charge will be assessed for 
students in selected physical education activity courses. 
II) ~ ,\IHPTED ACTIHTlES A~D "EDIC\LLY 
PRESCRIBED EXERCISES I F.5 
f u, {,," ,, 'n., asslf!llt'd br Ihl! Hcalth Serl'It'!' v, Q 
p"""nu' r hl'ill'/iJIl . CR ISC bailS (jil l!' ,Hal' he repl!Qt-
.. d II !/ l '<' l 'H(]n 
\ledl,all, pre:sC'rib<d e\erC'ises for handicapped students, 
f;},'ult \ , ;lnll .:ommunm members In need of .:orrective and 
r("hah :llI;ltl\ c programs, 
101 CROSS-COL:'I;'TRY SKIING S 
htroductlon to cross-countr~ skiing emphasizing tech-
r.lques, s.-l':':lIon and care of equipment. safet~ and touring, 
1 02 B.KKPKKI~G F 
Fie/d :' ip 'C4 . . \Iutt?'ials cllarg(' opl/(mal 
Introduction to backpacking including the basic tech-
nlqu.:s and knowledge necessary for hiking and survi~' ing 
1D the outdoor ennronment. 
104 ~Et:ROl\IVSCUL\R 
REL-\XATION I F.5 
The study and practice of neuromuscular rela:>lation as a 
m~thod of recognizing and controlling tension , The 
h.:obsen progressi~e relaxation technique will be em-
- ployed, 
105 BAD'II:\'TON I I F.5 
Xvt lvr crcdit if had H PR 150,:0 
l!1troduction to the basic strokes and strategies of bad min-
ton, Tournament play in singles andlor doubles, 
106,02 BASKETBALL II I F.5 
Development of intermediate and ad\'anced skills and 
Strategies of basketb311. 
107 \HLKlJOG/RVN F.5 
Walking, jogging, and running as modes for developing 
and/or maintaining physic31 fitness, 
108 BILLIARDS I F.5 
,l/att'nali chargc oplional, 
Basic shooting techniques with focus on stance. bridge and 
cue: h31l ,·ontact. Experience in games of Basic Pocket 
Billiards, Rotation and Eight Ball, 
108,02 BILLIARDS II I F.5 
H PR IU8 or inl£'rm,'diau pla,ring ability req, Jlateriais 
charge vptional. 
Development of C'omplex sk i lIs such as Caroms. Banks. and 
combination shots, Emphasis on spin. and the application 
of English, 
110 WEIGHT COI'.'TROL F.5 
A practical p<'rsonal approach to the problem of weight 
control based on the principles of behavior modification. 
diet. and e\ercise. 
112 BOWLI~G I F.5 
:\ot lor crdit if had IIPR 150.)0. ,Hatcrials char.f!e 
o[lli;mal, . 
Development of basic skills and knowledge for the begin-
ning bowler. 
112.02 Bo\HJNG II I F.5 
JlPR II: or inll!rmediall! skill in bo ..... llng rcq. Mattri-
al} ehurge uptilJllal. 
Development of more consistency with strikes and spares. 
an und~rstandlOg of taps. lane conditions. ball tracks. 
Participation in a variety of toumamc:nts. 
113 PERSONAL FITNESS 3 US-7 F,s 
I\'O( li)r Cfl'dit if had IIPR 150.40 . .\-Iaterials charg£' 
vpl/flna/. 
The development of a personalized. romprehensive fitness 
program !lased on knowledge and understanding of the 
specific effects of e:\ercise. Lecture and lab, 
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114 ~.-\LTILl·S CO~DJTIO"T\G I F,S 
BasIC techniques and knowledge neC'ess3rv to Increase 
muscular strt:ngth through the: use of nau'tilus reSlstl\e 
isotonic exercise equipment. 
119 GOLF I F.5 
S ot (or ( mill irhad HPR 150.5U 
A basic course in golf designed for the beginner or high 
handicap golfer. 
119.02 GOLF II F.S 
HPR 119 , )T ('I'ld<'nc(' (lfintl'fmcdlat(· skillr In gol(req. 
Designed for e.\penenced or low handicap pla~("r . Refine-
ment of basic and advanced strokes. De\elopment of game 
and course strategy. 
126 AEROBIC DA~CE F.5 
Introduction to aerobic dance designed to develop and 
improve strength. ne:\ibilit~. and cardiovascular endur-
ance. 
127 SWI~[\nl'iG I-BEGI~l'iIl'iG F.5 
.l/atl!fluls drar~" optiunal. 
For nOh-swimmers 3nd fearful swimmers with no basic 
swimming skills. Instruction in adjustmc:nt skills and basic 
techniques of safet~ and swimming. 
127.02 S\\nI:\II~G 
II-I~'TER.i\IEDIATE F.5 
.l/atl!rials charge optional, 
For swimmers with limited skills. EmphaSIS on basic 
strokes and IOtroduction to basic diving techniques. 
127.03 SWI)IMI:'IiG IlI-AD\Al'iCED F.5 
.lIaurials charge oplilmal. 
For moderately skilled swimmers to develop and r("fine 
strokes and related aquatic skills. 
127.10 AQL'ATIC FITNESS F,s 
.\Iay hI! r"peat£'d ona'. Ahility 10 sll'im nOI req. 
Shallow water aerobic exercise andlor lap swimming pro-
grams to de\'elop and maintain physical fitness. 
131 LIFE SA\lNG 2 F.5 
Aml!rican R,'d Cross S,,·immcr.f or Adl'ancl!d SII'im-
mcrs rkililel'('1 r('q, Tht' prereqlllsitc /or . ~m£'fican Rcd 
CrvJJ certification in Ltf(ogllard Training incl/ldt's 
current standing in StandlJrd First Aid and Adult CPR. 
Certificale may he purcl'ased);om ARC 
For highly skilled swimmers to learn special skills of life 
saving. rescue techniques. and water safety procedures. 
132 W-\TER SAFETI' 
INSTRUCTORS COURSE 2 F.5 
Thl! prerequisite/or Amerh'an R£'d Cross cerli{icaliun 
us a !Jal('r Safim' Itrstrucwr incilldt's currcnt Slandillg 
III Lili'guard fraining or £mer~I'nCY Hatl!r SaklY· 
Analysis of techniques in and methods of teaching swim-
ming and life saving. Opportunity for American Red 
Cross-Water Safety Instructor certification. 
133 SELECTED ACT1VlTlES F.5 
Selected beginning andlor intermediate activities offered as 
e)lperimental programs. 
136 VOLLEYBALL I F.5 
SOl filf crcdit if had HPR 151.)0. 
Basic skills. rules. and strategies involved in the game of 
volleyball. and application in tournament p13Y· 
136.02 VOLLEYBALL II I F.5 
/I PR JJ6 or Intl!rmrdiat(' skill in I'ollry"al/ r£'q. 
Advanced knowledges. skills. and strategies of the game of 
volle~ball. 3nd application in a competitive situallon. 
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13 7 SOCCER F 
.\ ,)1 10' , m /r l l(fwd IIPR 15.' ,30 
BasIc Sk ills. rulc~ . Jnd ~\rat('g.I(,s n~C('SS;H\ fN gJme rI J~ . 
Fundamental~ cmphJsizcd" Jlh applicatIOn In competltl\ e 
pla\ . 
139 GY;\I:"..\STICS I F.s 
SVI /vr ucdll Ithad HPR 15()60 
Basic elements In floor e\ercise . \aulting. balance beam. 
and unc\ en bars for "omen and basic elements in flnor 
exercise. pommel horse. rings. \'aulting. and pJrJliel !'lars 
for men . 
F.s 
Fundamentals of fencing. bauting. directing. and judging a 
bout. 
142 TE':"IS I F,s 
SOl (or crt'dll dhad IIPR 150,70, 
Introduction to the baSIC strokes and beginning strategy of 
tennis. Tournament play in singles and/or doublc:s. 
142.02 TE~~IS II F,s 
JlPR 14:: vr I!qllil' Jkllls rcq. 
Introduction to intermediate strokes and re\'iew of basic 
strokes. Emphasis on doubles play. 
143 TP\lBLI'G I 1 F 
An introduction to the basic skills of tumbling. Includes 
rolls. balance. and springs. De\elopment of tumbling 
rOlltines. 
146 MILITARY PHYSICAL 
CO:"DITIO~J~G 1 F.S 
.I/ar be rl!pCall!d. max 4 hrs, Reslrieled IV ,I/se 
sllldl'Il/S, 
Practical experien-:e in the structure. techniques. and 
conduct of military physical conditioning to develop total 
fitness and leadership ability. 
147 WEIGHT TRAINI!\G FS 
Basic knowledge and concepts of use of resisti\e exercises 
to increase muscular strength and endurance. Participation 
in an Indi\idual weight program. 
148 WRESTIJ'G I F.S 
AOI ((lr Cfl!dll I ( had H PR 150.90. 
Instruction in basic neuromuscular skills necessar\ for 
particip:llion in wrestling. Knowledge of various styies of 
wrestling. 
149 FL-\G FOOTBALL F 
""01 (or crl!di l i (had H PR J 5 J. JO, 
Development of fundamental football skills and strategies 
needed for game of flag football. 
150.20 BAD!\n~'TO~ (Maj/l\ lin) F S 
Introduction to the basic strokes and strategies of badm in-
ton . Emphasizes teaching strategies and class organ izalJon 
utilized in badminton. 
150.40 FITNESS & CO!\DITIO'I'G (;\-faj/Min) I FS 
Malerials charge opllonal. 
An individualized approach to the de\elopment of cardio-
respiratory fitness based upon an understanding of the 
specific effects of exercise. 
150.50 GOLF (Majr.\lin) ) F,s 
Presentation of basic skills and knowledges in golf methods 
and procedures for golf teaching. 
150.60 GYJ\1'ASTICS (l\laj/!\lin) FS 
Instruction in the basic. skills and techniques of various 
gymnastics events with emphasis on spotting and tcaching 
strategies. 
150. 7() TEV\IS (\Jaj/'lin) FS 
IntroductillO \(I the ha~ l c ~1Takc~ and kno"ledge of tennis 
Emphas i ll'~ teaching strateglcs and class management 
ulilized In tc!'nnis. 
150.80 TRACK A,'D FIELD (!\Jaj/:\Iin) J FS 
Inslrucli,)n In the hasic skills and techniques of \anous 
track and fie ld e\ ents. Techniques of teaching ~' ill be 
presented . 
151.10 BASKETBALL (,tajl!\'Jin) F,s 
De\'elopment offundamental basketball skills" ith empha· 
sis on selected teaching progressions. dril ls. and strateglcs. 
15 J.:W SOFTBALL ('laj/:\lin) ) F.5 
Dc\elopmenl of fundamental softball skills and strategies. 
Emphasis on class organization. teaching progrcssions. and 
indoor 3ct i\ nics. 
151.30 \OLLEYBALL (;\1aj/!\lin) F,s 
Basic skills and strategies invohed in the game of volley-
ball. and application in game play. A teaching progression 
is emphasized. 
152.20 FL-\G FOOTBALL (J\1aj/Min) F.5 
Development of basic skills Jnd strategies. Selected organi-
zational and instructional procedures appropriate for 
teaching flag footbal l. 
152.30 SOCCER (l\1aj/Min) F 
Basic skills. rules and strategies for game play: safety: 
selected organizational and instructional procedures ap-
propriate for teaching soccer. 
153.10 SOCIAL DA'CE (J\1aj/J\lin) FS 
Basic couple movement concepts. fundamentals and tech-
niques of social dance. and teaching methods. 
153.20 FOLK A!,;D SQUARE 
DA:"CE (l\laj~1in) 1 F,s 
Basic sk ills and kno"'ledges of folk and square dance. Oass 
organization. selected techniques of teaching and assess-
ment of skills included. 
153.30 'JODER." DA~CE (!\laj/Min) F,s 
Basic mo\ement concepts. fundamentals of improvisation 
and composition. and teaching methods. 
156 DI'JE'SIO~S OF HUMAN 
!\JO\'E:\IE!,;T 2 F,s 
,l/all!rial~ charge vpliullai. 
Introduction. understanding. and appreciation of disci-
pline of human movement. and its relationship to career 
options in physical education. 
157 MOTOR BEHA\lOR 2 F,s 
HPR 156 or COilS illsl req. Furlll l'r(r BfOSCI£,..TfFfC 
P£RSP£CTII '£5 OF HD/AS .I/OV£M£NT. }.fall!-
nals char~e 0plwnal. 
The stud\' of human movement throughout one's total life 
span as 'it is delineated by innate and environmental 
factors. 
158 I'STRCCfIO'AL STRATEGIES IN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIO!'; 3 F,s 
fllel ClII1 Expo 
Introduction to planning and teaching physical education . 
Includes lesson planning. practice of teachmg skIlls 
through micro teaching. ~er teaching. analysis of teaching. 
159 OFFICIATI~G ) FS 
.lIar hi' rl!l'eall'd. .IItH 4 hr.l' . . 11.'0 more Ihall one hOllr 
IIWI ' he lak(,11 In ('aeh .If'<>rI area. 
Instruction. practice. and examination of officiating or 
judging techniques for the following sports; FAL.L SEMES-
TER : Men 's football . women's basketball, badmmton. field 
hocke\. men's basketball. or swimming: SPRING SEMES-
TER: 'Volleyball, track and field. softball, gymnastics, or 
tennis. 
I SU FI RST ·\ If) 2 l'S-7 F,S 
c. 'rtI:;,w,' mar /I" pl/fe/I/IlCd (fOIll .. , RC 
A(C' ld,'n t prt' \ ~nuo n ;lnd ;lction to bt' ta~<'n in C'a~t' s of 
:I C"(i d~nl and sudd~n i1lnt'SS In the hom~ . school. :Ind 
communlt \. Stud~nts su,c~ssfully ,'omplc:ting this course 
",III ha\<, In orportunit\ to r~cel\': c<'rutil'atlOn In Red 
Cros~ St;lnd;Hd First Ald . Instruction in CPR techniques 
and QPr0rtunlut'S fc) r ccruti.:ation in CPR is also provided. 
181 Hl· \I .·\~ A:\"AfO'IY A~D 
PHYSIOLOGY 3 F,S 
L,'d llfe li lll/ /a/' 
Gross structure and ph~siology of the human body: partic-
ular attention to tho: locomotor system . 
182 HL'IA:"Ii A:"Ii ,.nO'IY A~D 
PHYSIOLOGY 3 F,S 
Emphasis on the nervous, circulatory. 
digestive systems. 
respiratory. and 
188 BA:"IiDAGI:\G. npl~G. 
A:"IiD TRAI:\"I:"IiG ROO;\I 
MA~.-\GDIE~T 2 F,S 
Com .·llhll'lle Traillill,!! Cuord req . . "all'rials charge 
"{'I IfJ/1U1. . 
Super\ ised laboratory practice in bandaging and taping 
procedures used in athletic training. Training room budget 
and administration is addressed. 
206 FIT~ESS I:"IiSTRl'CfOR 
PREP~R.nIO~ 3 F,S 
IIPR 113 (If /5V.,/0. lSI. IS~ or ]5/ req. 
Development of roks and responsibilities of titness in-
structor in exercise programs for· people with controlled 
disc'ase or "ithout disease. 
207 TIlE COACH I~ ORGANIZED 
SPORTS A~D ATHLETICS 2 F,S 
Fllfmer/r TilE ('QKII I.\' I.\'TERSCIIOOL .~TH­
LETleS 
An introduction to interschool athletic programs including 
basic philosoph~ . go\erning organizations. administrati\e 
duties of coaches and direct coaching responsibilities. 
209 SPORTS SAFETI' 3 S 
Philosophy of sports safety, Human and environmental 
factors in sport injury. legal responsibilities of teacher. 
safety factors in activities: accident pre\'ention and injury 
control in sports. 
210 BASEBALL COACHI~G 2 F.s 
IIPR ~(J7 ,If pr('I'ioll.' ,,-,peru'nce as a player or rVlIlh 
("Il<ldl or CllIIJ ills,- 'L'q. Soph Jland req. 
The theory and coaching of baseball essential to the 
professional preparation of those interested in coaching: 
histof\. philos6phy. techniques, and fundamentals. 
211 BASKETBALL COACHING 2 F,S 
H I'R ~(F 0' {,r('1'iOIlS ,'xpt'rit'IIC£' aJ a player (I' rOlllh 
('vach or ('VIIS iml " "I- Sopli stalldinx req. 
A course for professional preparation of coaches of hasket-
ball. Included are history. philosophy. techniques. and 
tact ics of basketball. 
211 FOOTBALL COACHING 2 F 
HPR ~U7 or 1/f('I'io1lJ eX{If.'ri£'nce as a pla,l'£'r or rV1Il1! 
,·oarh 0' olns illSI req, Soph Slalld req, 
Theory and techniques of basic offensive and defensive 
football. The history. dc\.:!opment of trends. modem 
inno\ations are included. 
213 TRACK A~D FIELD COACHING 2 s 
II PR ~(F IIr P"'I'IVIIS ('xpt'ri!'nc£' as a play£'r (lr a YOlllh 
rflud, fir 011/.\ i llJl "'q. Soph Jland r('q. 
Understandintt and application of ,·arious training meth-
ods and coaching techniques in track and field e\l~nts. 
Health. Physical Education. Rl'Creation. and Dancr 67 
215 \'OLLEYBALL Co.-KHI:"IiG 2 F 
I I PR _'0 ~ ,I, p'l'r/(/II.\ np"r liS U p/ar£', vr r01l11l cllurh 
0' CI'I/.\ /lU/. Svpit SIUI/(/ ,,'(I 
Techn iques and m.:thods of ,'oaching volleyball. including 
tea,' hing t~chnlqu.:s . condillonlOg. strategies, praClice situ-
ations. and management t.:chniques. 
221 ELDIE:\'TARY PHYSICAL EDL'CATIO:\ 
Cl'RRlCl'LC'1 . 3 F,S 
117(/ CI/I/ E\'{'. 
PlaIlnIng a program of ph~ sical education for elementary 
school children . Progressions .... ithin activities. techniques 
or organlzallon . and methods of teaching. Observations of 
childr.:n and laboral0ry sessions in activities. 
.,.,., PHYSICAL EDL'CATIO~ FOR 
ELE:\ I E:\ 'TAR\, CL~SSROO;\ I 
TEACHER 2 F,S 
.\'VI Illr crl'dil ilia). Xv cr£'dil if' in Elt'm Ed Cor£' 
program. bId Clin Exp. 
Factors essential to program pl3nning in physical ~duca­
tion grad~s one through si:\ . Types and progression of 
activities: methods and techniques of class organization , 
Observations of children and laboratory sessions in activi-
ties. 
225 l\IOTOR DE\,ELOPl\IEi''T 
OF CHILDREl' 3 F 
Illd C/ill Exp. 
Motor d.:\elopment related to anatomical growth and 
sensory development in the child from infancy to puberty. 
r.lechanisms and theories of perceptual motor develop-
ment. research findings. and implications for physical 
education . 
141 SECONDARY PHYSICAL 
EDL'CATION CtJRRlCl.'LVl\I 
A~D EHLl'ATION 4 F,S 
C&I ~OO C-4 /rOllrs), C&I 216 (lr cone reg '£'q 
De\elopment and administration of secondary physical 
education programs, Concepts and techniques of evalua-
tion appropriate for the program and the learner in physical 
education. 
252 CVLTt:RAL PERSPECTIVES OF 
Hl';\IAN 1\I0\'E1\IEI'IoI 2 F,S 
HPR 156 or COliS inSI ,,'q .. I/all'rials charge opliollal. 
Interrelationship of selected historical. philosophical. and 
sociological human movement concepts which have signifi-
cance for physical education. 
253 PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 
OF HE\IAN !\IOVE:\IEi''T 2 F,S 
II PR 156 (/r COliS insl f('q. 
Socio-psychological variables and selected aspec~s oflearn-
ing as they pertain to human movement e:\perrences, 
258 DlRECfED EXPERIENCES IN 
PHYSICAL EDlXATION 2 F,S 
D('partm£'ni p'l'-ellrollml'nl 'I'q. SllIdelll mllSl Irave 2 
COnS('ClIlln' !tOllrs h .. /I\"('('1I 8 a.m .·] p,m. (e.g., 9-1 I 
11 . /11 ) fr"" dailr. HPR 158, 2~ I , or com' r£'g req. Adm Iv 
Teucher Ed rl'q. Inri Cflll Exp, Malmals charge 
uplionaJ. 
Arranged clinical experience assignment :hat includes 
observation . participation. and teaching in an elementary 
physical education program. Class meets regularly tWICe a 
\I,·eek as a seminar, 
282 KINESIOLOGY 3 F,S 
JlPR lSI rl!q. L,,('lIIr(' and lah, ,\lalerials dlarg£' 
optional. . 
AnJh·sis of human motion based on anatomIC and me-
chanical principles. Application of these principles in 
teaching physical education acti, ities. 
68 Ht"alth. Ph~'sical Education. Rt'Cr~tion. and Danct 
284 II\TRODllcnO~ TO ATHLETIC 
Il\Jl'RIES 3 F,s 
11 PR lSI (If cons 1115/ req. Formerll" /I PR 384. 
Emphasis upon responsibIlities. limitations. liabilities. 
taping and bandaging. evaluation . prevention . and treat-
ment of athletic Injuries. 
288 THERAPEtmC MODALmES 
~'\jD REHABILITATIOl'l 2 F 
HPR lSI and 188. or <"0115 A/hlellc Training Coord. 
rl!q 
Theory and application in the use of therapeutic modalities 
in athletic training and in rehabilitation of athletic injuries. 
295 HO~ORS SEMINAR 1 F,s 
Introduction to independent honors study: identification 
and defmition of problems: selected methods for problem 
solving: use of library resources. 
298.10 PROFESSIOl'lAL PRACTICE: 
I!'IITER~SHIP/COOPERAm'E 
ED l'CAT I Or..; 
EXPERlE!'lCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 
SPORTS A.l'D ATHLETICS 2 F,s 
)r sland. 2upper-lere/ courses In phrs ed. May Inc! Clln 
Exp In selec/ed school ac/II'IIIes. Formerly 298 PR_4C-
TIeD! EXPERIENCES I.V PHYSIC4L EDUCof-
TlOS. 
A professional practice experience in community sites for 
non-teacher certification majors. May include coaching 
experience in public schools for coaching minors. Periodic 
seminar meetings. 
304 TEACHI~G OF SPORTS 3 F 
Optimal learning in human movement : content. teacher 
behavior. situational conditions. analysis of sports. instruc-
tional approaches. application and research . 
306 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT 3 F,swnmer 
Psychological principles and concepts applied to spon 
situations and 10 individuals involved with sport activities. 
317 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 3 S 
Also offered as SAS 3/7. 
The social institution of sport is examined using such 
SOCiological concepts as social organization. culture, socia-
lization. deviance. social stratification. minority groups 
and collectIve behavior. 
349 APPLIED MOTOR LEAR"iING 3 S 
Perceptual motor development and performance. Applica-
tion of research. learning theories. and assessment tools: 
maturational. perceptual and performance factors. 
351 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 3 F,s 
HPR 181, 1S: req. 
Utilization of human physiology in teaching physical edu-
cation . Effects of exercise on body systems and physical 
efficicn~ tests and studies. 
352 BIO'IECHA..~ICS OF HUl\1o\J"I,/ 
J\10\"EME~T 3 F,s 
HPR 282 or cons Insl req. PH)' 108, MAT /08 rec. 
Malcrtais charge opllonal. 
Amplification of kinematics. 'including kinetics of human 
movements; introduction to hi~-speed cinematography, 
biomechanics instrumentation and computer analysis. 
353 ELECrROCARDIOGRAPHY 1 F,5 
HPR 18: or com Insl req. 
Relallonships of electrocardiographic complexes to the 
anatomy and physiology of the hean under selected condi-
tions of health. disease. and exercise. 
378.10 SEJ\1I~AR IN 
PROfESSIONAL PRACflCE 2 F,S 
HPR :98.10 or .'fJ8.30. 2. 10 GP'~. Sr s/alld req. Formcr-
II'IIPR 278 SEMl.\AR I .... ll\'TERSSIIIP. 
Orientation to the expectations and problems encountered 
in senior. professional praC1ice in physical education . 
spons. and athletics. Formal application and placement of 
professional practice students. 
382 SENSORY MOTOR EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTAllY 
HANDICAPPED 3 F,s 
Inel Gin E.,<p. 
Physical education methods for students with mentally 
handicapping conditions. including assessment, program 
writing. teachin~ techniques. and evaluation. 
383 ADAPTED Pffi'SICAL 
EDUCATION 3 F,s 
HPR 181 or BSC 181 rrq. 
Handicapping conditions and methods. materials. and 
activities for adapted physical education programs in 
pre-school. elementan·. secondarv. and self-contained 
schools. . -
385 PHYSICAL DEFECTS: Sl1RVEY 
AND REHABIUTATION 3 F,s 
BSC 381 or HPR 282 rrq. Also offered as SED 385. 
LemITe and lab. Inel Clin Exp. 
Identification and treatment of physical defects of handi-
capped children: special services. equipment. and proce-
dures for school programs. 
386 Pffi'SIC\L EDUCATION FOR 
THE Pffi'SICALLY HANDICAPPED 3 F 
Cons InSI ~r nOI HPR ma). Incl elln expo 
Methods for assessing motor and manipulative competen-
cies. designing prescriptive programs. techniques for teach-
ing motor and fitness skills to persons with onhopedic and 
sensory impairments. 
387 AD\J\l"lCED ATHLETIC I~JURlES 3 S 
HPR 284 rcq 
Concentrated study of specific athletic injury problems: 
attention given to nutrition. drugs. conditioning and reha-
bilitation. 
388 E\~WATION OF ATHLETIC 
Il\Jl1RlES 2 S 
HPR 181 and 188. or cons Alhlellc TralningCoordreq. 
,11,'01 jor grad cr. 
The study and practice of techniques used "'hen evaluating 
athletic injuries ranging from minor to life-threatening 
trauma. 
398.10 PROfESSIONAL PRACTICE: 
IJ\TER"iSHIP/COOPERAm'E 
EDl'CATION I:'Ii PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, SPORTS AND 
ATHLETICS 1-14 F,s.summer 
HPR 298.10 or 298.30. 378./0. 2.20 GP., . Sr s/alld 
Jointly planned and supervised internship/cooperative ed-
ucation experience under the guidance of professionally 
qualified personnel from business. industry. go\'ernment. 
and other agencies and organizations and University facul-
ty supervi~ors. 
III. REASONS FOR AND CONSEQUENCES OF PROPOSED PROGRAM CHANGES 
Revisions of Physical Education Core Requireaents 
A review of the Physical Education Core was recommended as a result of the 1987 
Quadrennial Review of the program. Due to a turn-over in the Department 
Chairperson position between 1988-89. and 1990-91. the program review and 
resulting proposed changes did not occur until the 1990-91 year. Curricular 
changes reflect professional curricular guidelines as endorsed by the National 
Association for Sport and Physical Education and by ISBE. 
Students majoring or minoring in physical education beginning with the new 
catalog copy will fulfill the new requirements. Those beginning under an old 
catalog. bul not having completed requirements will be allowed to substitute old 
required courses for new courses as shown previously. The total number of hours 
"required varies from two additional hours required to no change in lotal 
required hours in the combined core and sequence requirements. The changes will 
not affect non-majors. 
Discontinuation of the Coachina Sequence 
The reason that the HPERD faculty voted to discontinue the Physical Education 
Coaching Sequence was because the Illinois State High School Activities 
Association now recognizes coaching certification granted to persons who have 
completed coaching certification through the American Effectiveness Coaching 
Program. which is a self-paced. contract course of study. This has replaced the 
market for a longer. college credit based coaching preparation program. 
Students in the Physical Education Major with a Coaching Sequence will continue 
in their program requirements as shown in their original catalog copy. However. 
fewer choices of courses may exist. due to elimination of former numbered 
courses with newly proposed courses for the PE core and the Fitness Leadership 
sequence. Substitute courses will be authorized by the HPERD Department Advisor 
when courses required in the old program are no longer offered. 
Proposed Revision of Fitness Leadership Sequence Curriculua 
A recent systematic review of the required courses in the Fitness Leadership 
Sequence indicated that the sequence offerings needed to be revised and 
expanded. Table 1 summarizes the results of this review process. Table 1. 
Column D indicates that the current curriculum needed to be revised in order to 
bring the department curriculum in line with established objectives. 
As a result. several faculty have developed new and/or revised courses to cover 
those objectives not being met within the current curriculum. Table 2 
summarizes the proposed fitness leadership sequence curriculum. New and/or 
revised courses are represented in the body of the table by italics. bold face. 
and underlined. Table 2 indicates which courses impact on each of the eighteen 
content areas required to meet established objectives. A total of seventy-two 
hours are mandated with some selection permitted in the interdisciplinary 
requirements. A summary of the total Fitness Sequence proposal requirements is 
attached. 
Consequences of the proposed changes should strengthen the offerinas for the 
Fitness Leadership Sequence Major. but should have no effect on non-.ajors. 
PROPOSAL FOR FITNESS LEADERSHIP SEQUENCE 
(August 1991) 
1. PHYSICAL EDUCATION CORE (26 hrs) 
160 (3), 180 (2), 280 (2), 280.01 (1), 181 (3), 182 (3),282 (3),254 (3), 
/ 
257 (3); 3 hour activity - 1 hour each from individual sports, team sports, and 
rhythms. 
2. SEQUENCE CORE (29 hrs - prereq. in parenthesis) 
281 (1 cr. hr) Aerobic Dance I.M. (181, 182, 280, 280.01 or conc reg. req.) 
283 (1) Aquatic Fitness I.M. (181, 182, 280, 280.01 or conc reg. req.) 
285 (1) Resistive Training I.M. (181, 182, 280, 280.01 or conc reg. req.) 
154.40 (1) Neuromuscular Relaxation I.M. 
307 (3) Exercise in Health and Disease (181, 182, 280, 280.01) (new course) 
308 (3) Exercise Prograllming <t81. 182, 280, 280.01. 307 req., 309 con reg. rec.) 
(*** this course replaces HPR 206) 
309 (3) Principles and Techniques of Laboratory Testing (181, 182, 280, 280.01, 
307 req., 308 conc reg. rec.) (new course) 
310 (2) Fitness Management (298.10) (new course) 
298.10 (2) Professional Practice (jr. standing; 2 upper level courses in P.E.; 
2.5 GPA) 
378.10 (2) Seminar in Professional Practice (sr. standing; 298.10; 2.5 GPA) 
398.10 (10) Professional Practice Internship (sr. standing; 298.10, 378.10; 
2.5 GPA) 
3. UNIVERSITY S'IUDIES (8 hrs) 
ENG 101 (3), HEC 106 (2), PSY 111 (3) 
4. OTHER INTERDISCIPLINARY REQUIREMENTS (select at least ONE from each of the 
following areas) These electives MUST TOTAL at least 9 credit hours. 
HEALTH AND DISEASE: Health Science (HSC), Home Economics (HEC), Biological 
Sciences (BSC), Psychology (PSY) 
HEC 315 (3) Nutrition for Health and Physical Fitness (HEC 102 or 106 and 
HPR 182 or BSC 181 and 182) 
BSC 160 (4) Introductory Microbiology US-3 
PSY 333 ~3) Principles of Behavior Modification (PSY 111) 
HSC 105 (3) Medical Terminology 
HSC 196 (2) Drugs in Lifestyle US-7 
AGING: Biological Sciences (BSC) and Psychology (PSY) 
BSC 241 (3) Biology of Aging 
PSY 303 (3) Adult Development and Aging (PSY 111) 
PSY 304 (3) Gerontological Psychology (PSY 111) 
TECHNICAL SKILLS: Computers (ACS) and Writing (ENG) 
ACS 150 (3) Using Microcollputer Productivity Tools US-7 
ACS 155.01 (3) Introduction to Microcomputers US-7 (Not for credit if had 
155.02) 
ACS 155.02 (3) Introduction to Microcomputers US-7 (Not for credit if had 
155.0t) 
ENG 249 (3) Technical Writing I (ENG 101) 
TarAL MANDATED HOORS = 72 
TABLE 1. Results from evaluation of the current curriculum for HPERD Fitness Leadership Sequence. The 
sequence was evaluated based on the objectives identified by two nationally recognized governing bodies for 
?xercise and fitness (ACSM AND NASPE*) . 
.. --_ ....................... -_ ..................................................... -- .... _ ........................ _._ .. -................... -_.----_ .. -_ ........ _ .......... -- ............ ---- -_ .. -- -_ .. --_ .. -_ ... --_ ................ - -_ ... -------------_ .. ---
(column A) (column 8) (column C) (column D) 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE 
ACSM & NASPE PERCENTAGE OBJECTIVES OF OBJECTIVES 
OBJECTIVES* OF TOTAL BEING MET WITHIN BEING MET BY THE 
WITHIN EACH NUMBER OF THE CURRENT CURRENT 
CONTENT AREAS CONTENT AREA OBJECTIVES CURRICULUM*· CURRICULUM 
(column A/21 9) ((column C/eo/umn A) X 10e)J 
... -_ .............. ----_ ....................................................... --- ----_.--- ... ---... _-_ ...... --_ ........... -----_ ....... ----------------------_ ....... --------.-----------.-... -----------------_ ... 
A.) Basic knowledgg (exer. phys ., fitness testing, designing and executing exercise program, leading exercise). 
' .) EXe~c:se Physjolo~y 33 , 5. i % 29 86% 
2.) Fwnc:ional Anatomy is 6.8 11 73 
3.) N:.r.:-iticn and VJeight Control 22 10.0 15 68 
<.) Exercise Programming 21 9.6 10 48 
5.) Emergency Procedures 11 5.0 9 
- 6.) Exercise Leadership 14 6.4 4 29 
7.) Risk Fac:or Identification 7 3.2 1 14 
6.) Hea;:h Appr. & Fit. Eva!. Tech. 12 5.5 9 75 
9.) Hea::h Promotion 14 6.4 4 29 
10.) Hl,;!':;a:'1 Development and Aging 11 5.0 4 36 
11 .) Har.::capping Conditions 4 1.8 a a 
B.) Interdisciplinary Content Areas. 
12.) H~ma~ Behavior and Psy. 12 5.5 
C.) Teaching Methodology. 
, 3.) Fc;.;:"';:a:ion Core Activity & 
Tea:~i~g Me:hodology 9 4.1 
D.) Administration/Management (organizing and operating a fitness facility). 
14.) Ad~i:1:s:~a:ion 17 7.8 1 
15,) H;.;~a:; Rela:ions and Ccmmun. 5 2.3 3 
16.) Professional Development 
E.) Practical Experience. 
17.) Req;.;i~ed by NASPE 














.... -- ............. --_ ....................... --.-_ .... _ .. ---_ ... -- .. _ .. __ .. -........ _ .. _ .. -_ ... -_ .. ---- .. _ ...... -_ ....... -- .. _ .. -.. --_ .. -_ .. _ .. _----.------------. ---------------.. _-.. _._-----_ .. _---
TOTAL Nur.~9ER OF OBJECTIVES 219 100.0 102 
------- ........................... _ ..... ----_ .... _-_ .. _-_ ............ --_ ..... ----_ .. ------.. _-_ ........... -... _----_ .... _ ..... _----------------.-.. --------_ .. _---_ .. _--
* ACSM· American College of Spons Medicine; NASPE· National Association for Sport and Physical Education. 
Both of these n.ational organizations are recognized as the governing bodies with ' regard to exercise and 
fitness leadership. The HPERD Fitness Leadership sequence has identified the objectives of these two 
organizations and will meet them within the new Fitness Leadership sequence proposal. 
... To identify if an objective was being achieved, each course within the curr~nt curriculum was evaluated and 
was given a rating as to how well that course met the stated objectives. 
TABLE 2. Course. within the proposed HPERD Fltnes. Leadership curriculum that provide the content to cover those obJective· that are not currently 
being met within the existing Fitness Leadership curriculum. 
(column AI 
PERCENTAGE 
OF OBJECTIVES • 
BEING MET BY THE 
, CURRENT 
CURRICULUM 
COURSES WITHIN THE PROPQSED FITNESS LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM THAT PROVIDE THE 
CONTENT TO COVER THOSE OBJECTIVES· NOT BEING MET WITHIN THE CURRENT FITNESS 
LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM (column A). 
(Courses In Italic. bold face, and underline represent new or revised HPERD courses) 
CONTENT AREAS CORE 
HPERD DEPARTMENT COURSES·········· 
FITNESS LEADERSHIP SEQUENCE 
A.) Basic knowledge (exer. phys., fitness testing, designing and execullng exercise program, leading exercise). 
1.) Exercise Physiology 88% HPR lBl, lB2.lJlQ HPR ~ 
2.) Functional Anatomy 73 HPR lBl, lB2, 2B2 
3.) Nutrhion and Weight Control 68 HPR ~ 
4.) Exercise Programming 4B HPR lll2Jl1 
5.) Emergency Procedures 9 HPR 180 
6.) Exercise Leadership 29 HPR Instr. Methods··· 
7.) Risk Factor Identification 14 HPR ~ 
8.) Health Appr. & Fh. EVal. Tech. 75 HPR 280.01 
9.) Health Promotion 29 HPR l1IQJll. 
10.) Human Development and Agll)g 36 HPR ill 
11.) Handicapping Condhions 0 
a.} Interdisciplinary Content Areas. 
12.) Human Behavior and Psy. 
C.) Teaching Methodology. 
B HPR254 
HPR;Nl, 
HPR 281, 283, 285, 308 
HPR;,w 
HPR 154.40. 281,283, 285 
HPR 301. 308. 309 
HPR 281, 283. 285. 308, 309 
HPR 154,40,310 
HPR~ 
HPR 281, 283, 285, 308. 
13.) Foundation Core Activhy & 
Teaching Methodology 11 HPR Instr. Methods"* HPR 154.40. 281,283. 285 
D.) Administration/Management (organizing and operating .. fitness facility). 
14.) Administration 6 HPR ~ 
15.) Human Relations and Commun. 6 HPR 298.10, 37B.l0. 398.10.;uQ 
16.) Professional Development 57 HPR 1.§Q HPR 298.10, 378.10, 398.10.;uQ 
E.) Practical Experience. 
17.) Required by NASPE 




HPR 298.10, 398.10 
Many of the core and sequence courses wll met this objective 
OTHER INTERDISCIPUNARY 
AND UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
COURSES" 
HEC 106; HEC 315 
HSC 105 
BSC 160; HSC 196 
BSC 241; PSY 303, 304 
PSY 111; PSY 333, PSY 304 
ENG 101; ENG 249 
ACS 150, 155.01. 155.02 
* The HPERD Filness Leadership sequence has identified the objectives of two national organizations (American College of Sport. Medicine & National 
Association for Sport and Physical Education) that are recognized as the governing bodies with regard to exercise and fitness leadership. These 
objectives are presented within the content areas listed above. The new, proposed Fitness Leadership sequence curriculum will meet these Identified 
objectives . 
•• Interdisciplinary requirements must total at least 9 credit hours and at least one course selected from each of the following groupings; 1.) Health & 
Disease, 2.) Aging, 3.) Technical Skills . 
••• In.tructlonlll mnthoda (Inatr. method.) .re HPR coro rnqulromnnt. In movoment form. which mu.t Include one In.tructlon.1 method cour.e from OAch 
group which consists of: 1.) Individual Sports Group, 2.) Team Sports Group, 3.) Rhythms Group. 
